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Between silence and healing, there is verse. The power of words is strong,
yet the tongue is an inadequate medium to express all that we are inspired
to communicate. It is then that we take pen, paint or instrument—whichever
tool we choose—and work it until it becomes an additional "voice." In
creating, we find the promptings that drive us to express are let loose from
the gate of silence, and our ideas begin to transform. Unconscious desires
take over our hands, and through our art, we weed out, or play extravagantly with ideal and fantasy, until finding the mean. In writing, left to our
own discretion, alone with our thoughts, knowing for the moment our
thoughts are our own, we find words that we can believe in. In finding faith
in our own creation, we are brought by our own hands to realize the power
of our own medicine.

"Every Act of Discovery, Every Act of Possession"
By Mauricio Ledezma

Preface
Folio is a typical journal - created to celebrate the critical and creative expression of our students. But what follows is not necessarily a showcase of the most
polished pieces or ideal forms that students ought to or must follow, but instead a
highlighting of the diverse and continuing choices writers make as they interpret
readings and assignments, negotiate with divergent perspectives and write themselves
into the conversations — both academic and "real world" —they find important. Folio,
then, is our students' accounting and re-envisioning of the environments, both within
the classroom and without, that occasioned them to put pen to paper.
We do regard Folio as a teaching tool, a supplement to the readings students
encounter in English classes at Salt Lake Community College, particularly English 1010
and English 2010 (our two-course composition sequence). English 1010 instructors, for
example, might use Folio to preview the types of projects that students might develop
in English 2010. The range of essay forms included here provides English 2010
instructors and students a wide set of parameters for both the types of questions being
asked, and the methods chosen to examine and answer those questions. To make more
explicit the process through which the responses to these questions were developed,
we've provided the process material (journal entries, exploratory freewriting, "focused"
responses to heuristics, "peer" responses) of selected essays. We've also included
works-in-progress as well as collaborative pieces that exemplify and extend classroom
conversations. To further contextualize the work presented here, an appendix includes
the syllabi and prompts students used as they created their projects.
Over the course of the past few years, the English Department has been in the
continual process of reviewing its own goals and practice. Most all of the essays
presented here are reactions to two textbooks — Maasik and Solomon's Signs of Life
and Bartholomae and Petrosky's Ways of Reading—we've been using. In gathering and
presenting these materials, we're not trying to speak for the whole department, but
simply to offer our interpretation of what these texts and classes are for the two of us
and our students. Ultimately, and most importantly, Folio reflects the students' efforts
and interests — the issues they decided to respond to, the ideas and arguments they
chose to interrogate, and the things they wanted to say.
Paul Almonte
David Susman

Columbus tells us about the marvelous places and people he found as he took
possession of the New World. The chronicles and news about his discoveries caused
great admiration in the Europeans of the 16th and 17th centuries. Every act of discovery, every act of possession was accompanied by writing. These are the primary
materials that influenced all the history texts that I had to read as a child. As a student,
I was supposed to memorize important dates (like "October 12,1492") and the names
of Columbus' ships on his first trip to this continent.
"From the naive to the sentimental" is how Stephen Greenblatt, in his book
"Marvelous Possessions," describes his transition as a reader, from reading books of
marvels and adventures to ethnographies, with a passionate curiosity for cultures and a
fascination with tales. He tells us how he leaned to read as a skeptic, to question, and
not simply receive accounts of the past. Describing his reading of the early anecdotes
representing the discovery and colonization of the New World, he says "We find
ourselves groping uneasily among the mass of textual traces, instances of brazen bad
faith jostling homely (and often equally misleading) attempts to tell the truth"
(Greenblatt, 267).
Again, we are confronted with the difficult task of writing history. What is the
meaning of the search for truth, if that truth could be found today? We cannot go back
in time and see what happened the day a certain battle took place, nor can we interview
the witnesses of the events. They really don't matter: dates, names, or numbers.
Greenblatt, like Jane Tompkins, has to deal with the enormous amount of documents
and accounts that, in many occasions, contradict one another and statements that are
the product, the perspective, and the motives of the writer.
Yet, as Tompkins says, there are facts that nobody can deny: "I seemed to
accept as facts that 90% of the Native American population of New England died after
the first hundred years of c o n t a c t . . . " (Tompkins, 631). It is a fact that the continent in
which we live today is not the same that Columbus "found" over 500 years ago, and
looking for discrepancies and falsehoods in the documents written by explorers (or
even by Native Americans, as we will see later) is not going to reverse the effects of the
Conquest. Our culture and economic system are not going to be influenced if we learn
about one more massacre that happened over 400 years ago. Numbers and statistics at
this point have no valuable meaning.
If historic facts have little meaning today, what is the purpose of studying the
different versions of the Conquest? After all, hasn't history been written already?
Perhaps the answer lies in studying the other, or silenced, histories.
While acknowledging the admiration and interest of the Europeans for the
lands and people of the New World, rarely do we think about the admiration and
interest that the newcomers provoked in the natives.
What did they think?
How did they feel?
How did they view their defeat?
These are the kind of questions that Mary Louise Pratt would like to answer in
her essay, "Arts of the Contact Zone."
Greenblatt is interested in the European documents, using them to inquire
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about and criticize the Conquerors. Pratt is interested in the autoethnography of the
conquered. Pratt would have been interested in the story written by the natives whom
Columbus met on his first trip, and how they understood the Spanish "possession
ceremony." If Columbus interpreted the natives' conduct as "not being contradicted,"
what did the Arawak people think about the performance of all those linguistic acts and
writings that formed the ceremony? Greenblatt says, "The Arawak are not simply
denied the opportunity to dispute the Spanish claim, they are not in the same universe
of discourse" (Greenblatt, 274). Wouldn't it be interesting to know what kind of
universe the Arawak were in on the 12th of October of 1492.
We will never know, because there are no native written or oral accounts
about the event. Fortunately, there are other native groups that lived in more developed societies and gave us an invaluable source of documents and testimonies about
the Conquest. They tell us their own side of the story.
The literature of Amerindian Mexico, represented mostly by the Mayan and
Nahuatl cultures, reflects the interest of these people for preserving the memory of
historic events. They used a combination of graphic and oral systems. This literature
was far more respectable than is believed, considering the handicaps of pictographic
writing under which the scribes worked. Only random documents survived. Their
existence is known thanks to the efforts of the Spanish ethnology priests. Missionaries
like Fray Andres de Olmos, Bernardino de Sagahun, the Diego Duran gathered from
the natives their books of paintings, traditions, and chants that had been memorized in
their own languages. The missionaries translated several of these documents. Besides
the work of the Catholic priests, there were some natives who learned the European
alphabet and used it to write their traditions, poems, chants, and ancient myths in their
own language.
If we compare these documents to the Spanish ones, and even to other
Amerindian versions, we will notice several points of discrepancy about many important historic events. The indigenous accounts of the Amerindian civilization are
fragmentary and most of them were written after the conquest. They contain chronological errors and are less detailed than the European version.
Even if these documents are less sophisticated and detailed than the Spanish
documents, they show the true nature of the Mexic society and its state of heart and
mind as the end approached. I think that simply looking for mistakes and discrepancies in these documents shouldn't be our purpose any more, but to try to understand
the human value of them. They tell us about the suffering of those who saw the
tragedy of the destruction of their cultures and ways of living. They tell us about their
own "universe of discourse."

In 1519, Hernan Cortez arrived on the coast of Mexico, about 25 miles north of
what is today the city of Veracruz. The news he heard about the great Mexican culture
encouraged him to move inland and conquer the great empire in which he expected to
find lots of gold and jewels. The explorations and seizures of the Americas, though
sponsored by the royal government, were always carried out as individual enterprises.
Europeans left their shores to serve their God and King, but, like Bernal Diaz de Castillo
in "Historia Verdadera de la Conquista de la Nueva Espana" (True history of the
conquest of New Spain"), another primary drive was to get rich.
Religion became the perfect excuse for the Europeans to establish their
domination in the New World. Crosses were raised everywhere, but the truth is that
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just a few missionaries actually worried about incorporating the helpless natives into
the "People of God." It is interesting to see how, despite the fact that Hernan Cortez
intended to establish a great Spanish empire like the Romans had done centuries
before, he needed to find a justification beyond the plain desire for gold.
Columbus, on trying to explain to the queen of Spain his idea of exchanging
American natives for cattle, proposes it based on the conversion of the natives to
Christianity. Using the phrase "the rhetorical task of Christian imperialism,"
Greenblatt describes Columbus' idea: "He cannot allow himself, for reasons both
tactical and more deeply spiritual, to say simply, "We need cattle, we have slaves, let us
trade one for the other." The exchange must be presented as undertaken in the
interests of the enslaved" (Greenblatt, 286). Every conqueror had to find the proper
rhetoric to justify their thirst for gold.
When Cortez arrived in Tenotchitlan, he was not in front of the same indigenous people whom Columbus had met on his first trip. He was in the middle of one of
the greatest and most developed civilizations of the continent. The reasoning "I was
not contradicted" that Columbus used to take possession of the new lands was obviously not going to work for Cortez. He had to find a stronger argument if he wanted to
justify the conquest of the great Mexica empire. Religion was the answer.
Human sacrifice was a common practice among the Mexicas and other
cultures of Mesoamerica. The Mexica religion was based on the belief that, without
human sacrifice, the sun would not warm the earth and the corn would not flourish.
Obviously, these practices were considered unacceptable by the Spanish. They felt that
they had a God-given directive to stop the bloody rituals and convert the natives to
Christianity.
On the other hand, the Spanish thirst for gold was something the Amerindians
could not understand, either. They were willing to kill for the gods, the good of their
own people and land, and to keep the balance of Nature. The Spanish killed thousands
for gold. I am not supporting the human sacrifices, I'm just pointing out the moral
contradiction that the Europeans had to face while trying to convert people to their
religion, and at the same time enslaving them and taking their gold.
Several historians believe that the frequency and number of human sacrifices
made by the natives were intentionally exaggerated by the conquerors. Their purpose
was to justify their intervention. Like Columbus said, they were just trying to make the
natives human, make them fallible so they might need God's saving grace.

Getting deeper into the topic of how, when reading history, we should
consider the motives of the writer, I would like to talk about two important historical
events that occurred in the first months that Cortez was in Mexico.
We can find abundant and detailed information about the massacres at
Cholula and the Temple of Toxcatl in the native Nahuatl documents, and I thought that
it would be interesting to find the Spanish versions of these events. The result is one of
the best examples of historians "who can never escape the limitations of his or her own
position in history, and so inevitably gives an account that is an extension of the
circumstance from which it springs" (Portilla, 37).
With the intention of going to Tenotchitlan (the capital of the Mexica empire),
Cortez made an alliance with a powerful enemy of the Mexica: The Tlaxcalteca. From
the Tlaxcalteca, Cortez learned much about Tenotchitlan, especially that it was only
three days' march beyond the mountains, and that the Mexica were indeed ferocious
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warriors who had conquered most of Mexico. The Mexica emperor, Montezuma, when
learning of the arrival of the Spanish, trembled in fear. He knew about an ancient
religious prophecy: the god Quetzalcoatl, who was bearded and light-skinned (like
Corf ez), had promised to return to Tenotchitlan to claim his throne the same year that
Cortez arrived on the coast of Mexico. The year was clearly determined to be 1519.
(The Aztec calendar, incredibly, was more accurate than our own.) A Mexica scribe
wrote: "When Montezuma heard this report, he was filled with fright. It was as if his
heart fainted, as if his heart shriveled. It was as if he were conquered by despair "
(Portilla,42).
After several meetings between Montezuma's ambassadors and Cortez,
Montezuma accepted him to come to Tenotchitlan, but required him to stop in the city
of Cholula first. According to Bernal Diaz de Castillo, who was a captain in Cortez'
army, Montezuma planned an ambush in Cholula, and the Tlazcala allies warned
Cortez.
The Amerindians' version tells us how Cortez entered the city and called the
nobility and priests into the temple. Most of them came unarmed, not suspecting
anything. When they were assembled, Cortez had the gates closed, then set his soldiers
upon the people with pike, sword, horse, and gun. The result was a terrible massacre.
The helpless Cholutecas were cut to pieces. The majority of the victims probably never
knew the reason for their death.
The informants of Sagahuim tell us about the massacre of Cholula: "There was
a meeting in the temple of God. Once everybody had gathered, the gates were closed.
At that time there is slaughter, there is death. Without swords, without shields. Like
blind men, without knowing they died" (Castillo, 368).
Cortez felt he was pin i Lng treachery. His brutality always served some
purpose, and that is the explanation that Bernal Diaz gives in his chronicle of the event.
He doesn't mention any massacre, or explain what really happened. He talks about the
punishment that took place in Cholula, but doesn't explain how it was carried out nor
says anything about people dying. He has to refer to this event because he is trying to
defend Cortez from the criticism of Fray Bartolome de la Casas, one of the Catholic
priests who investigated the massacre of Cholula:
"What are the cruelties that the Bishop of Chiapas, do Fray Bartolome de
las Casas, talks about? He affirms that, without any reason, and just as a
pastime, we wanted to punish them. How does he know, if he wasn't there
and didn't see anything . . . if that punishment had not been done, our lives
would have been in danger . .. and the New Spain would never have been
won" (Portilla, 83).
The readers of his text will never have any idea of what Bernal Diaz is talking
about. Behind his lines, he is covering up the Spanish brutality and the death of maybe
hundreds of Amerindians. Luckily, Fray Bartolome investigated this event and many
more, and denounced the atrocities that the conquerors committed in the name of their
God and King.
Another terrible massacre was perpetrated by the Spanish once they were in
Tenotchitlan. It happened at the great feast of the god Huitzilopochtli. Pedro de
Alvarado, who was in charge of the troops, also decided to block the exits of the temple
and attacked without warning, and apparently without any known reason.
The Mexica version tells us about the episode in such bloody detail and
expression that it is almost like reading an epic poem:
"They attacked the man who was drumming and struck off his arms. They

cut off his head, rolling it across the floor. They attacked all the celebrants
with their swords and spears. They struck some from behind, and these fell
with their entrails dragging. They beheaded some, or split their heads to
pieces . . . arms were torn from their bodies. Some tried to run away, but
their intestines dragged the ground. There was no escape . . . The blood of
warriors flowed like water and gathered into pools .. . and the stink of
blood and entrails filled the air" (Portilla, 83).
That day, the Mexica were totally outraged by the sacrilegious nature of the
attack. The Spanish turned from gods into barbarians. The Mexica declared war. It
was the beginning of the end. Anxiously, I went back to Bernal Diaz' report, also
expecting to find a detailed description of the event, considering its historical importance. The Spanish historian is obligated to refer to this event if he wants to explain
how the conflict between Cortez and the Mexica started. All I found at the end of one of
the chapters of Diaz' book, was a few lines: "Pedro de Alvarado told us that he had
killed several of the dancers of the Huichilobobos feast, and in the defense, six of his
soldiers died" (Castillo, 365).
Bernal Diaz, in his "True Story," gives us an ambiguous and short reference of
an enormously important historic event. The reader of his account might even understand that the Spanish were actually attacked, and had to defend themselves. In the
defense, six Spanish soldiers died. In the next chapter, Diaz also tries to defend Pedro
de Alvarado from the criticism of Fray Bartolome, but without explaining clearly the
events nor the nature of Fray Bartolome's accusations. The reader will in the next
chapters receive detailed information about the wars that followed and the end of the
Mexica empire, but will never know how the final conflict started.

From the naive to the sentimental, says Greenblatt. Why not go from the naive
to the inquisitive?
I guess it is too late for that now. What difference would it make today to
know that the Europeans perpetrated dozens more massacres, of which no records
were written? Or to know that, in Cholula, 2000 died instead of 50?
Looking for falsehoods, lies, and discrepancies in the Conquest's documents
will not change history, but, we can think about how the Mexica felt with the arrival of
the Europeans. If we were Mexica, and believed strongly in their religion and legends,
what would we have thought if we saw the white bearded men arriving in our lands?
How would a modern Christian feel if he sees the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse
passing in front of his door?
But still, if historic statistics are not that important, why do we want to know
about another's state of mind 500 years ago? What is the purpose of being sentimental
about history?
Pratt, in "Arts of the Contact Zone," gives us a good reason:
"Autoethnography, transculturation, critique, collaboration, bilingualism,
meditation, parody, denunciation, imaginary dialogue, vernacular expressions, these are some of the literate arts of the Contact Zone.
Miscomprehension, incomprehension, dead letters, unread masterpieces,
absolute heterogeneity of meaning — these are some of the perils of writing
the Contact Zone. They all live among us today in the transnationalized
metropolis of the United States and are becoming more widely visible, more
Ledezma - 5

pressing, a n d , like G u a m a n P o m a ' s text, m o r e d e c i p h e r a b l e to those w h o
once w o u l d h a v e i g n o r e d t h e m in defense of a stable, centered, sense of
k n o w l e d g e a n d reality" (Pratt 536).
T o d a y , in this c o u n t r y , just like in Mexico a l m o s t 500 y e a r s a g o , there a r e
millions w h o also d e m a n d to be h e a r d , a n d tell their o w n s i d e of t h e story.

memory a book that I partially read, written by one of Cortez' captains, Bernal Diaz de Castillo,
who was a witness and an active participant in the conquest of Mexico. This document is the most
important source of information about what happened in the court of Montezuma and the events
that led to the destruction of the Aztec empire. Obviously, the most important document written
by the conquerors.
A friend of mine gave me another very interesting book. It is called La Vision de los
Vencidos (the vision of the defeated). This book is a collection of the oral and graphic tradition of
the Aztecs that tells their own version of the Spanish conquest and the destruction of their way of
life. It is what Pratt calls an "autoethnography." This, I thought, could be an excellent chance to
try to establish the dialogue for Portfolio #2. The Spanish documents, and on the other hand the
Aztec version. Greenblatt's interest for the story written by the Europeans (being critical at the
same time), and Pratt's demands to let others be heard; "Let them speak." In the middle,
Tompkins' challenge of writing history.
After reading as much as I could and using other texts, I found myself overwhelmed with
the amount of information and the many versions that I encountered. So, I decided to concentrate
on one historical event: the massacre at the Temple of Toxcatl. It is very interesting to see how the
Spanish barely mention this horrible episode of the conquest, and on the other hand, the Aztecs'
documents tell us with bloody detail what happened that night.
Of course, I will have to introduce the reader to the beginning of the story, the Aztec
culture and tradition, the Spanish arrival, and the events that lead to this sacrilegious attack, and
would start the war and the end of the Tenotchitlan and the Aztec empire. I understand it is a very
ambitious project that involves more research, reading, and critical thinking.
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Process Materials
Mauricio Ledezma

Exploratory Writing
On page 284 of Ways of Reading, there is a picture that shows Hernan Cortez talking to
Montezuma. This made me think about a book that I tried to read a few months ago called Historia
Verdadera de la Conquista de la Nneva Espana (True Story of the Conquest of New Spain). This book
was written by Bernal Diaz de Castillo, who was a captain of Cortez' army and a witness of the
conquest of Mexico.
Just the title of the book reminded me of two essays that we have read so far. True story:
Tompkins' "Indians;" who is telling the truth, and the challenge of writing history. The New Spain:
Greenblatt's "Marvelous Possessions;" why did the Spanish have to rename the land they "discovered"?
There was also a phrase that caught my attention in Greenblatt's essay: "The rhetorical
task of Christian Imperialism then is to bring together commodity conversion and spiritual
conversion." I'm going to try to develop the topic of Christian Imperialism in a historical document.

Bridge to "Formal Essay" of Portfolio #2
This is the hardest part of this portfolio, trying to imagine what could be in all these
writers' minds. It is not easy.
Since I wrote this part of the portfolio after writing my essay, all I could imagine was
Pratt, Tompkins, and Greenblatt talking about my essay. I wonder if I used their ideas in a way that
they would have intended. For example, I assume that Pratt's answer in the conclusion of my essay
is indeed the answer to the question that Greenblatt and Tompkins propose.
These three writers have really influenced my ways of seeing history. Somehow I knew
that I was not supposed to believe every historical account that I found, but it wasn't until after
reading these authors that I started seeing historical research as an enormous challenge. I see
Tompkins' and Pratt's essay as one. Tompkins gives the introduction to the problem, and Pratt
gives us a reason to rewrite history. Greenblatt uses his own historical document, and, as if he had
read Tompkins' essay, he warns us and tells us that this document is the product of Columbus'
motives. He is telling me: go ahead, do the same, find your own historical documents and look for
the author's motives too; but I also used Pratt's suggestion: don't get stuck with the European
accounts, and if you know that they are full of lies and discrepancies, do what I did and find a
document like Guaman Poma's letter. See what you can find.

Further Focus on Exploratory Writing
"I have been very wary of taking anything Europeans wrote or drew as an accurate and
reliable account of the nature of the New World lands and its people. It is almost impossible, I find,
to make this skepticism an absolute and unwavering principle. I catch myself constantly straining
to read into the European traces an account of what the American natives were "really" like, but I
have resisted as much as I can the temptation to speak for or about the native cultures . . . "
Like Tompkins, Greenblatt has to confront the big challenge of reading history. In
"Marvelous Possessions" making connections, the authors invite us to think about Pratt's interest in
the writing produced from the native Americans, the conquered, in comparison to Greenblatt's
interest in texts written by Europeans about the New World and its inhabitants.
Our teacher suggested in class to try to analyze an historical document, like Greenblatt
did with Columbus' letters, and then establish a dialogue with other sources and writers. I thought
this would be a good idea, but I didn't know what kind of historical documents I could use for this
purpose.
I found the answer in Stephen Greenblatt's essay. On page 284 there is a picture of a
drawing by an Aztec artist which depicts the encounter of Hernan Cortez and Montezuma. The
Spanish on the right, the Aztecs on the left; both sides of the story together. This brought to my

I

Journal Entry
How can you read 2000 books and still be uneducated?
In the editors' "questions for a second reading," after Richard Rodriguez' "The Achievement of Desire," the author invites us to look for sections of this essay in which Rodriquez' story
can give us a way of looking at our own lives.
I think I had a lot of the "scholarship boy" in me when I was in elementary school. Like
Rodriguez, I was so proud of how many books I had read, and how many authors I could quote. I
remember when I was twelve, I had learned so much about Marx and his economic theories that I
decided to read The Capital. I had to stop every three or four lines and reread every paragraph. I
assured myself that I was understanding everything, until I realized that I was fooling myself. I
could not understand anything. I started to be very selective about my reading, and didn't want to
read books that I would consider for kids.
Until I read Rodriguez' essay, I hadn't realized that maybe I'm still like that. He says that
he became an ideas collector, and realized that he didn't have any ideas of his own. This really
worried me. I don't want to be somebody who just borrows thoughts from famous intellectuals.
Ledezma - 7

My Sister's Keeper
By Rachel Wasden
"When I picked up that little baby for the first time, I looked into her big eyes
and wept." I've heard my dad tell the story of his first child's birth so many times. I
think it's his way of reminiscing on her lost innocence.
How many years has it been? Six? Seven? I don't know when she first made
the blind decision to blemish the perfect, live skin on her wrist with the burrowing of a
needle whose belly was full of something she perhaps thought would fill the emptiness
she felt in hers. It was the first of many and their continuous insults would eventually
lead to collapsed veins, track marks, and skin so pale it was almost blue.
Suspicion started with her lack of money and her need of so much. She had a
lot of problems with her car in those days. Then she just started looking and acting
strange. My mom was going crazy in Idaho, always pushing me to find information
leading to the cause of this new weirdness about Becky.
Becky and I used to call each other every week or so. Sometimes we would get
together for lunch and have a "special day," a long-standing phrase in our sister lingo,
defined as a day we would go downtown and relish in the specialty of coffee, shops,
cafes, sunshine, old bookstores, Edie Brickell, and being sisters. It is this level on which
our current relationship hangs seemingly by a delicate thread; perhaps an attempt to
cling to the closeness we had in our youth, much like Wideman's explanation that he
and his brother could " . . . pretend to be closer than [they] were. We needed the
closeness. We were brothers" (Wideman, 666). Brothers. Sisters. Elements pushing
beyond the time and circumstance that make people strangers. But strangers Becky and
I seem at times. Who is Becky to me? Why does she matter to me so much when I don't
even know who she is or who she has become over the years we've grown apart.
Family. The word itself is like a beacon in the dark; a symbol telling us that through the
mystery of birth, we are tied. Somehow we came from that same, unknown place and
so somehow we are not alone. We are kin. We have a past together.
Our past for the most part seemed full of happiness and love, a fact which fuels
my bewilderment at Becky's dilemma. We weren't wealthy, but my parents somehow
managed a quaint little farm spilling over with Barmy chickens, ducks, snowy white
fantail pigeons, and a horse for each of the three of us girls. I vividly remember that
feeling of waking up early, gearing up, packing a lunch in the saddle-bags and heading
off to the coral, Anna the littlest, trailing behind us still in her night dress.
There is nothing like that smell of horse, and the way the dusty saddle-strap
slaps against and squeezes tight on the horse's girth as she sucks in air, bloating her
stomach so that the strap loosens once she exhales.
We race down the dusty ditch bank trail leaving Anna, still in her nightdress,
lounging backwards on her little, old-as-the-hills Shetland pony. To the Willow Tree!
The Willow Tree was our sanctuary, as sacred as a Buddhist temple. It was about a twomile stretch from our house, a distance defined by the world I am still trying to figure
out (the adult world of responsibilities and doubt). But back then, to Becky and I, it was
a timeless journey. Every turn on that dusty trail held eternities of exploration. And our
final destination, the Willow Tree, fulfilled every expectation that eternities of travel
might demand. Fairies lived there, I'm sure of it, and the stream that trickled by our
luncheon spot was bottomless. I know, I fell in it once. I don't even remember the
things we talked about as we lazed about in the grass, the rich smell of alfalfa drifting
by from our two white ponies blissfully munching on the farmer's crop. I just remember
that I didn't know it was heaven and that's what made it so. Because we never found a
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need to lay definition on things, it gave these "things" the allowance to be anything and
everything. Thus we were allowed to bask in the joy of not knowing. Freedom.
Words are what makes these definitions and is perhaps what Wideman
speaks of when he states, "Words are nothing and everything. If I don't speak I have
no past. Except the nothing, the emptiness" (Wideman, 683). But there is a twist here.
The nothing and emptiness are written in a negative, fearful context, but it is in this
nothing that children exist. Perhaps the dilemma of growing older is that we become
afraid of the emptiness and not knowing. Definition becomes ruler and we forget how
to be. We let the emptiness become chaos, and we turn wonder into fear.
And so I look at Becky. She was with me at the Willow Tree, and I know she
saw what I saw. Our childhood experiences were nearly the same. At what point did
she drift away? Was it at the same point I too drifted away from the child to the
mundane adult world? I sometimes entertain the idea that perhaps addicts are missing
that key function within that blinds one from the child-like reality (in a sense true
reality) in order to be capable to function in the adult world. Because they are forced to
"grow up," drugs are the replacement to keep that heavenly perspective alive. The rest
of us look at them, baffled.
I've watched my mother give and give and give; every wrinkle on her face, a
return gift from Becky. How many times have my mother and I pondered together the
possible reasons for her actions? What is it that makes her say to us with such confidence from her rehab hospital bed, "I'm totally better. Life seems so good again. I can't
wait to hang out with everyone again!"? A couple weeks later she has disappeared
along with my stepfather's golf clubs, my mom's television (both later found at a pawn
shop), and some cash in Anna's room. A nationwide search is called because the last
she was heard from was at a gas station late at night. Her car had broken down and
there was a "really scary guy" eyeing her, but she didn't want anyone to come get her.
She would make it home okay. The night goes on but no Becky. The next afternoon
she shows up at my mom's place and is completely mystified why there are cops at the
house and why mom is crying.
All this drama somehow makes its way through the one-way lines to me in the
safety of the Alaskan bush (my drug of choice). Very much like Wideman, I have used
distances to keep myself detached. This gave me the capability to have the very same
perspective on Becky as Wideman had for Robby. "He was my brother. He couldn't
fall too far .. .1 believed his troubles, when I thought about them at all, as a form of
protracted juvenile delinquency, and fully expected Robby would learn his lesson
sooner or later and return to the fold, the prodigal son, chastened, perhaps a better
person for the experience. In the meantime the most serious consequence of his
wildness was Mom's devastating unhappiness. She couldn't sustain the detachment,
the laissez-faire optimism I had talked myself into. Because I was two thousand miles
away, in Wyoming, I didn't have to deal with the day-to-day evidence of Robby's
trouble" (Wideman, 659). Our stories are so similar down to his mother finding a
syringe (replacing Becky's backpack for Robby's bed).
Being away allowed me to separate myself from the truth of the devastation in
my family. Separation: something I've learned to become good at, especially when it
comes to feeling, and is perhaps a symptom of my new responsibility as "the oldest." If
you have control over your emotions you are strong, not weak; someone everyone can
depend on. You are the one who paves the way for the younger ones. But I have to
ask: what am I really shutting myself off from? Could it be the fear that I really have no
clue how to "pave the way" and that Becky and I are in the very same boat—that very
same boat every human alive is in?
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A n d so, w i t h that perspective, the p e r s p e c t i v e of u l t i m a t e equality, w h o is there
to b l a m e ? W h a t is t h e r e to b l a m e ? Psychology tells u s to look at family a n d the
t r a u m a s of c h i l d h o o d , b u t w h e n is t h e responsibility of i n d i v i d u a l i t y given?
M y father m a y h a v e b e c o m e a rebel in the m i d s t of o u r peaceful family life, a n
e x a m p l e of the r u b b e r b a n d effect t h e r e p r e s s i o n of religion h a s o n a soul u n p r e p a r e d .
H e m a y h a v e told m e a h u n d r e d t i m e s I w a s t h e perfect o n e until I believed it a n d t h e n
f o u n d myself o v e r f l o w i n g w i t h imperfection w h e n released into t h e w o r l d ; t h e n
s h u t t i n g off to g i v e myself a false s e n s e of p u r i t y . H e m a y h a v e s u p p r e s s e d Becky,
u s i n g h e r as a s c a p e g o a t for his r e s e n t m e n t of the s a m e s u p p r e s s i o n h e received from
his religion. After all, it w a s t h e c h u r c h w h o forced h e r u p o n him.
M y m o t h e r m a y h a v e p l a n t e d t h e s e e d of bitterness a n d m i s t r u s t y o u m u s t feel
for e v e r y b o d y i n c l u d i n g yourself a n d y o u r e m o t i o n s as a s o u r c e of protection a g a i n s t
t h e veils of t h e w o r l d (seems r e d u n d a n t eh?).
M y m a n i c d e p r e s s a n t , fierce t e m p e r e d g r a n d m o t h e r m a y h a v e p u s h e d herself
t h r o u g h g e n e r a t i o n s to live h e r c r a z e d life a g a i n t h r o u g h Becky. M a y b e family is to
b l a m e . M a y b e t h a t is p a r t of w h a t family is for. D o n a t i o n s . " T w o c e n t s " to give to the
n e x t o n e in line; battles s t r i v i n g t h r o u g h g e n e r a t i o n s a l m o s t a s a gift for e a c h n e w
m e m b e r to tackle, f o r m i n g herself a n d h e r i n d i v i d u a l i t y t h r o u g h h e r p u r s u i t s , in t u r n
c r e a t i n g h e r o w n story to p a s s d o w n .
I d o n ' t believe I will e v e r be able to u n d e r s t a n d Becky a n d w h y s h e battles h e r
i n h e r i t a n c e t h e w a y s h e d o e s or w h y w e suffer so as a result of h e r suffering. She is a n
e n i g m a to m e , a n entire s p a c e full of m y s t e r y . W h e n I e n t e r h e r w o r l d , m y p e r c e p t i o n
gives m e n o t h i n g b u t q u e s t i o n s . But by t h o s e m i r a c u l o u s b o n d s of family, I w a t c h those
s a m e q u e s t i o n s t u r n to face m e . W h e r e is Becky? W h e r e a m I?
Until (or unless) this a r k o n w h i c h all h u m a n i t y d w e l l s is finally r u n a g r o u n d
b y t h e r e c e d i n g of t h e f a t h o m s , Becky's story, a n d R o b b y ' s story, a n d m y story, a n d
y o u r story will r e m a i n difficult mysteries—ones w e m i g h t w a n t to, b u t c a n ' t escape.
Works Cited
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Rachel's Own Letter of Assessment
At first, it was really hard to decide on a purpose for the essay. Writing about my sister
and her addiction problem could have been taken in so many different directions. At first, I wanted
to write about how she has personally affected me, and then thought it might be more interesting to
tell all the details of a factual story: in the beginning Becky did this and stole that, and at this time
went into her third rehabilitation center, and this is where she is at this time, etc., but in the end the
essay became a conglomerate of questions, pondering, facts, childhood reminiscing, and personal
research. In this way, the essay was a big personal success. I wanted not to just write about the
concrete evidence of Becky and her problems, but to really take the opportunity to spend time and
ponder all the questions and turmoil created in me through her and in this way come to some kind
of understanding, if not a more fulfilled perspective of her and of myself. This objective, of course,
makes for a difficulty in writing a clear and organized essay.
If given more time, I might try to make the essay a bit more clear. It seems to skip around
a bit, although in a way this is unavoidable as it deals with the past, and as is well described by
Wideman, "You never know exactly when something begins. The more you delve and backtrack
and think, the more clear it becomes that nothing has a discrete, independent history; people and
events take shape not in orderly, chronological sequence but in relation to other forces and events,
tangled skeins of necessity and interdependence and chance that after all could have produced only
one result: what is" (Wideman, 19).
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Exploratory Writing #1
Wideman. At first I was disinterested because of the size of the essay. Yeah, yeah,
another story of how blacks have been wronged by whites. (Not to say I don't believe there is
something to be said about those issues, but when there is so much of it out there, it does not have
as much impact because it is not fresh). I was wrong. I gave it a chance and really put the effort into
understanding what he had to say. I related to him extremely well, not just because his family
situation is similar to mine in that he has a junkie brother, but because he describes the human
condition from yet another perspective; in such an intelligent way that strikes such a chord in me
that there is no need for credentials of past works for him to have true validity with me.
To me, when a writer is writing from his heart and can somehow convey the actual
essence of his heart in the words, he is a true writer. "A stranger's gait, or eyes, or a piece of
clothing can rivet my attention. Then it's like falling down to the center of the earth. Not exactly
fear or panic but an uneasy, uncontrollable momentum, a sense of being swallowed, engulfed in
blackness that has no dimensions, no fixed points. That boundless, incarcerating black hole is
another person. The detail grabbing me functions as a door and it swings open and I'm drawn,
sucked, pulled in head over heels till suddenly I'm righted again, on track again and the peculiarity,
the ordinariness of the detail that usurped my attention becomes a window, a way of seeing out of
another person's eyes, just as for a second it had been my way in" (Wideman, 667). At this point, I
am ready to worship Wideman. He makes valid this type of contact between beings that I have
experienced time and time again. To be capable of illustrating such an enigmatic experience existing
in a moment so brief to almost be unnoticeable is an achievement which doesn't need past works or
numbers or dates to receive my respect.
This artistic style is apparent throughout his essay. I feel privileged to have entered his
world. Finding pieces of my own world in his, it is also a privilege to take his perspective on our
relating issues.
Wideman and I have very similar positions in our family. His brother is the hoodlum
junkie. He is the successful writer. My sister is a hoodlum junkie also and I am the independent
one, paving the way for the future of my other siblings. I can relate to his struggles against those
voices, "You're the fairest of them a l l . . . "I'm two or three steps ahead of my brother, making
fiction out of his words. Somebody needs to snatch me by the neck and say, Stop" (Wideman, 675).
This is only one of many examples in which I strongly relate to. Wideman's assessment of
the effects or reasons for his reactions to his brother's life in comparison to his own. It has offered
me some confirmations and some welcomed new perspectives. It makes me very excited to write
about. This is a subject which I can't help feeling some amount of guilt about in regard to how much
effort I put into my sister's situation whether it be mentally or physically (another pont brought up
by Wideman). And so I look forward to the soul searching to come about by working on this
project.
Exploratory Writing #2
My father was raised Mormon; my mother in Paris. My mother moved to San Diego (my
father's hometown) following a Marine. Got married, got divorced. She lived a life of a raging call
girl, dropping acid and toking bowls into the early hours of morning.
Then my father came into her life — a glowing missionary. Her disco records and sexy,
paisley, tasseled bell bottoms were off to the dump while my father looked on in despair (these of
course being some of the things he was attracted to about her).
Excommunication was the threat if marriage was not honored to "make it right." Not a
month went by and my mother was flowing down the aisle in a straw hat adorned with sunflowers
to match the ones on her white dress. My father wore his brown, leather dress coat; unsure but
doing what was "right," an assurance for entering the kingdom of heaven.
Their first child, Becky, was born, again by much demand from the church. 15 hard years
and three children later, my family broke. The three of us took it as well as we could. Of course we
had our own issues and problems, but Becky was different. She moved her life in a slow, downward spiral. She began with speed and cocaine; her drug of choice changing as she struggled from
one abusing boyfriend to the next until she found herself in heroin. Soon she would not be able to
find herself our of heroin, and so began the legacy of N A meetings, methadone clinics, rehabilitation
centers, withdrawals, getting clean, falling back, more withdrawals, getting clean again, falling again

. . . And then I begin to wonder why at her fifth or sixth (or was it her seventh?) announcement
she was getting clean, I have almost no feelings on the matter—just tired of the roller coaster ride.
It is all so baffling. The only thing to ponder is why. Why does she lie to my mother?
Why does she steal from her own family? Why does she take and take and take; using love as her
bait until the giving is sucked dry and she moves on to her next victim? Why, when I look into her
eyes do I not see the beauty of the Becky that was there before, or why the raving beauty she was
on the outside has withered down to a frail figure, her transparent skin covered with bloody sores
from her constant focus of the imperfections.
When there is no avail to the action taken again and again to help, blame is the only
empty comfort. My mother blames my father; my father blames the church. My sister, Anna,
blames Becky for being extremely flawed, and my 13-year-old brother, Jonathan, is drawing
pictures of super heroes. I'm terrified of placing blame because I'm the perfect one.
The story of Becky is hard to tell. She is at once a frustrating mystery and a sister I know
well through the bonds of family. Like Wideman, I feel a near impossibility to tell her story without
turning it into my own. But there is one thing that will always stand firm: I'm glad she is my sister.
Without turmoil there is no learning, and without learning there is no gain. Through her, I am
learning much.
Exploratory Writing #3
When I approach telling my sister's story, I am faced with a similar problem as Wideman.
It is hard to tell another person's story without "making it your own." I really don't know exactly
how my sister Becky feels, what terrors she has gone through, the suffering she has endured; how
she perceives herself. I can only assume by knowledge of the typical reactions to the actions. She
tries again and again to get clean—her sense of willpower must be depleting. Track-marks decorate
her bony arms. Collapsed veins, transparent skin, cigarette after cigarette after cigarette—her
sense of self-respect must be suffering and nearly nonexistent. She steals from our family and
endlessly lies—her sense of caring and love and family must be at the bottom of her priorities. But
these are all assumptions, conclusions I have come to in an attempt for an explanation; a description
of what Becky is going through to explain why she does what she does. I need to know something
and so I draw my own conclusions and I am comforted despite the fact that my conclusions may
very well be false.
The truth is there is no comfort when it comes to Becky. And there is no way of knowing
where she is. Where does her precious heroin take her? Is it somewhere so mlfilling that it is
worth the tradeoff of her body, family, and human feeling?
To me, Becky is not only existing in another world, she is another world. She is an
enigma to me, and entire space full of mystery. When I enter her world, my perception gives me
nothing but questions. But by those miraculous bonds of family, I watch those same questions turn
to face me. Where is Becky? Where am I?
And so I position myself from myself (as if I could do anything else), dismiss it as a
problem, and will tell Becky's story to tell my own.

Tess: A W o m a n With a Pure Voice
by M a n d y Racer
Thomas Hardy often alludes to his heroine as the "soft and silent Tess." "Soft"
certainly insinuates her beauty, which Hardy stresses as her downfall. H o w e v e r , it
seems that Tess's silence is the all-pervading reason for her tragedies. The t w o m e n she
encounters in her life steal her voice: one w i t h violence, the other with his o w n language. Tess struggles with the d a m a g e that these m e n cause until redeeming herself
through innocence.
Hardy, in his portrayal of Tess as "The Maiden," begins with the May Day
Dance, where Tess has yet to d e v e l o p her beauty but wears a red ribbon in her hair, the
only girl to d o so in the train of "white-frocked maids." The ribbon signifies w h a t she
has that the other girls d o not: an inner beauty w h i c h will w i n her—much against her
will—the affections of men. At the sight of her father singing o n his w a y home, the
other girls begin to giggle; Tess reprimands them harshly, saying, "Look here; I won't
walk another inch with y o u if y o u say any jokes about him!" Her verbal aggressiveness
causes the onlookers to follow her wishes. This is one of the examples of h o w the
maiden Tess w a s not silent. It also follows that w h e n the fellows that danced w i t h her
"became fierce, she rebuked them." She had no problem saying her m i n d and sticking
to it in this phase.
Tess's conversation w i t h her brother, Abraham, takes place during their
midnight ride to deliver hives for her father. They talk o n and o n about the stars and
the belief that Tess holds that our star is "a blighted one." Soon Abraham brings up the
future planned for Tess, that she will be "made rich by marrying a gentleman." To this
Tess begs Abraham: "Don't talk of that any more!" After this exclamation, they don't
have the banter to keep them awake, and they fall asleep, killing the horse. This is the
first occasion where silence brings about a tragedy. The guilt that Tess heaps u p o n
herself here is only the first drop in the bucket that she carries around w i t h her for the
rest of her life, constantly a d d i n g to its weight. At this point, she regards "herself in the
light of a murderess." This heavily foreshadows the murder to c o m e later in her life.
This guilt convinces Tess that she must n o w travel to the D'Urbervilles' h o m e
and claim kin with them. U p o n meeting Alec, she is shy and ashamed of her purpose.
H e tries to feed her a strawberry by holding it u p to her mouth. She blocks him,
exclaiming, " N o —no! I w o u l d rather take it in m y o w n hand." But he persists and she
relents. Many advances by Alec are blocked in this w a y , by both her verbal and
physical cues —"I am angry with y o u sometimes!" she says, after she tires of his
advances. H e wears her d o w n or manipulates her using her family's financial state as a
tool. Finally, he has Tess w o r n d o w n to silence. At the night of her rape, she is exhausted from her fight w i t h the villagers and the long ride out into The Chase. At first,
the verbal exchanges between the t w o are plentiful, but Tess becomes cold and tired and
therefore quiet and Alec is able to overtake her body and her speech.
Hardy ends this phase w i t h a remark about "Tess's o w n people" w h o often
say (one can imagine them shrugging carelessly) "It w a s to be." Here are outsiders
commenting on Tess's life and its tragedy, w h i l e she is silenced. "An immeasurable
social chasm w a s to divide our heroine's personality thereafter from that previous self
of hers." The social chasm is one of speech.
Hardy opens the phase "Maiden N o More" with a description of Tess silently
headed home. She looks d o w n on her old h o m e with jaded eyes, having "learnt that the
serpent hisses where the s w e e t birds sing." The serpent Alec has silenced her songbird
voice; he has become like a snake in the sense that he has harmed her with his bite. The

image of the snake itself is a phallic representation that alludes to her rape. She does
not speak until spoken to, in this case, by Alec. She no longer has the heart to stand up
to him; he has stolen her physical virginity, her inner strength, and her voice. He tells
her to board his dog-cart and she "listlessly . . . stepped up." She sits beside Alec
"replying to his remarks in monosyllables." Gone is the vivacious young woman who
frolicked on May Day; a more solemn and sorrowful Tess has replaced her. Tess's voice
embodied her personality. With the voice gone, we are presented with "verily another
girl that the simple one she had been at home."
Tess soon crosses paths with a man painting religious texts on the surroundings. His words are separated with commas; his meticulous use of grammar causes the
reader to "give pause while that word was driven well home in the reader's heart."
Notice that Hardy mentions only the word itself, not the meaning. The stress here is
not so much on the meaning of the phrase, but on the use of the language itself. Tess
has been walking quietly along when suddenly these blood red words confront her in
the silence. Not only does the meaning of his message enter "Tess with accusatory
horror," but u is the words which "shout themselves out and make the atmosphere
ring" and are "a hideous defacement." The sign maker seems to understand this and
says, "I leave their application to the hearts of the people who read 'em." He is only
there to make the marks which construct the words. They are loud enough to speak for
themselves, something Tess can no longer do.
Home on a Sunday, Tess's old friends have come to visit. They are innocent of
the knowledge that Tess now holds and it is this innocence and their chatter that
"revived Tess's spirits . . . She moved with something of her old bounding step and
flushed in all her young beauty." The language of the moment was pure, and it
reminded Tess of what she used to be. She was close to being reborn through this
prattle but it only served as a temporary asylum. She did not make any further
attempts to communicate and was therefore thrust backward into a quiet and lonely
depression.
At the first appearance of Sorrow, Tess is silent while all the other women fall
"into animated talk." They speak of the circumstances surrounding the baby's conception while Tess quietly (she does not speak in this scene) nurses and kisses her child.
Although the women know that Tess was raped, they blame it on her beauty: "It's
always the comeliest!" Tess does not stand and defend herself or the baby because she
has lost the power of speech, she has submitted to the guilt of silence. The less she says,
the more she believes herself to be at fault. She does not realize that "what had bowed
her head so profoundly — the thought of the world's concern at her situation—was
founded on an illusion." She was only a "passing thought" to these people whose
tongues she is so afraid of. Yet she allows her worries to drown her in complete silence.
Tess's strength comes from her voice. Sorrow's baptism is one of her strongest
feats; one accomplished through the use of her language. Not only is Tess's voice
becoming stronger as she moves through the Lord's Prayer, but the innocent voices of
the children are following her example, resounding in a strong, solid "Amen." The
strength created in Tess through the power of rhetoric gives her the ability to bless and
name her child, a task usually reserved for a parson of the parish. This proves what she
can accomplish when "her heart [is] in her speech."
The first appearance of Angel at the dairy is of his voice first, his physical body
second. This alludes to the way he will use his language, instead of his body, as Alec
had done, to overtake Tess's Voice. Angel's room is located in the attic, above Tess's
head, much like a god who will determine her fate. Angel begins immediately to make
assumptions about Tess, saying to himself that she is "a fresh and virginal daughter of
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Nature." He leaves no room for Tess to be anything other than a goddess, his
"Demeter," his creation. He creates a standard for Tess to conform to, no matter how
she struggles to tell him the truth and find her voice.
Not only do Angel's assumptions about her suffocate Tess, but he also refuses
to listen to her even when she breaks through and attempts to tell him of her unfortunate past. Her deep, ruminating ideas give him pause, he wonders how this woman,
"though but a milkmaid," can shape "such sad imaginings." Angel does not guess or
ask the cause of this, he just makes up his own reasons for her melancholy. He will not
even try to divine her past for he has no need to; he has already labeled her as an
innocent, virginal young woman on whom life has not impressed its fears as of yet.
Tess seems aware of his ideas and reasons that "it was largely owing to her supposed
untraditional newness that she had won interest in his eyes" [my italics]. He is attracted
to his idea of her virginity.
When he tells her that he loves another woman of her same shape after she
confesses to him on their wedding night, it is the shape that he has in his blindness
created for her. She cannot possibly fill this idea of his, but all attempts of hers to tell
him are quickly overrun by his language. During their ride to deliver the milk, she
attempts to tell him of her past: "I have something to tell you — " Angel replies, overriding her confession:
"But suppose it is entirely for my happiness and my worldly convenience also?"
"Oh yes, if it is for your happiness and worldly convenience. But my life before I came
here —I want—"
"Well, it is for my convenience as well as my happiness. If I have a very large farm,
either English or colonial, you will be invaluable as a wife to me; better than a woman
out of the largest mansion in the country. So please—please, dear Tessy, disabuse your
mind of the feeling that you will stand in my way."
Here we have Angel refusing to listen to Tess's attempts to tell him the truth,
to shatter his vision of her. We also have Angel's references to Tess as a commodity.
Angel objectifies her as both a good farm wife, and a virginal goddess. He has placed
Tess on a pedestal so high and unattainable; it is no wonder she falls off.
Once, as Angel comes upon Tess milking a cow, he compares her profile to a
cameo, an adornment to be worn and admired only, not for her inner worth. He also
says to her, about setting wedding date, that he may carry her off "then as my property." She is a valuable commodity to him and nothing more. "He loved her dearly,
though perhaps rather ideally and fancifully than with the impassioned thoroughness
of her feeling for him." He loved her for her surface only; she loved him throughout.
His love for her image, and her need for his love, caused her to strive for that mold, and
this kept her silent about anything that would come in the way of his vision of her.
Hardy shows Tess's loss of voice to Angel by omitting the content of her letter
just as he omits her actual confession during the wedding night. Tess's husband-to-be
never reads Tess's letter of confession because he does not see it. When Tess looked for
the letter, she "discerned the faint white margin of the envelope containing her letter to
him" under the edge of the carpet. Angel did not see it because he was too involved in
his own perfect world to look for things beneath the surface. He goes about his
courting of Tess with his eyes and ears tightly shut to those things that he did not want
to hear. When she tries desperately one last time to tell him while there is still time for

him to back out, he exclaims, "No, no —we can't have faults talked of—you must be
deemed perfect to-day at least, my sweet!" She has no choice but to remain silent.
Angel continues to objectify her, calling her "a dear, dear Tess," on the way to
their honeymoon. After Tess dons the jewelry that night, Hardy remarks, "As everybody knows, fine feathers make fine birds." The jewels represent Angel's expectations
of Tess's character. They look out of place on her until he tucks in her dress to better
accentuate the necklace, further molding her to fit his ideas. Sadly, Tess cannot wear
this image any longer; still bearing the jewels, she quietly confesses her past to Angel.
The diamonds begin to give a "sinister wink like a toad's" as the real Tess steps beyond
Angel's adornments.
Tess's voice shatters Angel's image and she is thrust into a life of grueling
labor for years while he is away. She becomes stronger physically and emotionally, but
finally breaks down under Alec's persistence. She lives with Alec until Angel's reappearance. In order to reclaim her happy past, and her voice, she silently kills Alec. The
entire deed is done in silence; she takes his voice from him. This act has made Tess
strong, and can now turn the tables on Angel.
Angel does not believe her when she says that she has killed Alec, his old
image of her remains. But it no longer matters to Tess what he thinks; she is strong
enough on her own. She looks at him, "he was still her .. .Apollo." She, in turn, is
objectifying him. All that he refused her before she takes of freely now, his disbelief of
the situation puts her in control. He attempts, when she tells him of his sleepwalking
the night of the wedding, to blame the torment they both went through on her for not
telling him sooner. She refuses to take the blame anymore and exclaims: "Don't talk of
the past!" She has battled and defeated her demons and finally found her voice in the
present.
They arrive at Stonehenge where Tess, vividly aware of her approaching
execution, stretches out on the Stone of Sacrifice. She asks, "Did they sacrifice to God
here?" Angel replies, "No . . . I believe to the sun." Angel has realized that she has
sacrificed herself to the light of truth. The rays of the sun will seek truth and glaringly
hold it up without judgment. As all the old doubts and fears pass out of Tess, she offers
Liza-Lu to Angel, in essence offering up a "spiritualized image" of herself. She is
becoming new and pure again, rising like the phoenix from the ashes of the fire.
Kneeling during her execution, Angel and Liza-Lu don't say a word. She has transferred her silence, her loss of voice onto Angel, who took it from her so craftily before.
Tess was constantly aware of society's views and how fit into them. When she
was raped, she became painfully aware of her moral distance from this society (or
society's—in the form of male rules—moral distance from her). Angel became her
world, and therefore her society; it was in his eyes only that she could be redeemed. It
was this idea —that Angel was her whole world —that she had to destroy before she
could regain her voice and sense of self. He may have called her Tess, as she asked, but
in his eyes, she was always his "Tessy," a perfect woman whose mold the real Tess
tried but could never fit into. When she broke this mold by killing Alec and using her
voice to reverse the roles she and Angel played, she truly became Tess, the woman who
perfectly fit the name she always wished to be called.
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High School Dropouts
By Sean Craig
I am a high school dropout from a medium-sized city. I attended school long
enough to obtain a driver's license, then felt that I had everything I needed to live my
life. I really felt as if I had no purpose in school — low self-esteem, terrible grades, and
very few friends. School had lost its meaning for me. I had better things to do. After all,
I had a '65 Mustang, a job, and newfound popularity with my driver's license. I also
found my true social niche, the stoner crowd. Hell, I had arrived! Fast car, money, and
plenty of marijuana to share with all. I was like a god. I was at the top of success.
Looking back now, I have to wonder how many other kids I knew lived in a
warped adolescent reality. At that age, about 16 or so, the full impact of life's responsibilities had not set in yet. Sure, high school jobs come easy — and with no bills to pay,
the money seems like it will last forever. At 16, working for McDonald's seems like it
may actually be a pretty good career. Why does someone need a piece of paper saying
they graduated from some half-rate social institution? It is this very question that leads
to the dropping out of students.
The purpose of attending school is not easily conveyed to all who attend. My
parents never sat me down and explained the meaning of school. In fact, my parents
didn't take the time to explain much of anything. That seemed to be what school was
for, to educate. Sciences, math, and reading were what school focused upon. It actually
was quite compelling for the first seven years or so.
Math and science were the subjects I thrived upon the most. Electronic
innovations and technology were on the top of the list, especially audio electronics. I
also became introduced into computer programming at about age 13. This was really
rewarding—being able to make a machine do what you want it to. I spent endless
hours at the local Radio Shack writing programs and learning about computers. This
was where my interests led, and what consumed my desire to learn.
It was at this point, I believe, that school became a chore. My own interests
were on a different path than what school was promoting. I would rather take a
technology magazine to class and read than listen to the lecture. I remember being in
history class in high school, reading my electronics textbook. School had changed from
an invigorating experience to a burden. There were endless requirements that I plainly
had no interest in. It appeared that a diploma was just a socially recognized accomplishment, and served no purpose outside of that.
Reasons for successfully completing high school are as varied as the people
who attend. Ideally, the students would want to be fulfilling their own aspirations, and
the graduation would be a resulting side-effect. In other words, the educational
experience should benefit the student's natural abilities and aptitudes. Unfortunately,
public education works much differently. High school is about conformity. This says
quite a lot about how I feel the system of public education works.
When I say conformity, I am basically talking about compliance —the ability to
follow directions and complete tasks. In public education this conformity occurs on
many levels. Initially, there is a law that requires children to attend school until they
reach the age of consent, around age 16. That expresses conformity to the laws of the
local governing power. Next, within the actual structure of most schools, there is the
principle of obedience. Students are penalized for not acting in an orderly fashion set
forth by the teacher. Rules are introduced, and the kids are. expected to conform.
Within the conformity of the rules set forth by the institution of education, and
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the requirement by law to attend, there comes even more conformity. Not only are the
students commanded to attend and obey, they are told exactly what they need to know.
I cannot remember a time in early education where I had a say in what interests me, and
what J would like to pursue. Even at the high-school level, the choices are very restricted. Generally you have regular or "AP" classes to choose from, with one or two
electives per year. This still does not allow escape from what the state says is required
to receive a diploma. A high school diploma shows that you are able to follow instructions, and complete tasks that are assigned. I have to admit that this is an important
skill in the workplace, but keeping the students interested enough in school to follow
through is also important.
As I mentioned earlier, I am a high school dropout. I truly lost sight of the
purpose of completing my education. I was not a dumb student. My SAT scores placed
me at a 12th grade level during 9th grade. Where I see the problem in my case is boredom. I was not interested in the classes I was taking, except for electronics. Even that
class began to suffer after a while. It seemed that my interests were someplace totally
outside of school.
Early childhood development classes I have attended, along with psychology
courses, indicate that adolescents enter into a self-identity stage - generally around age
14 or 15. During this period, social influences take priority in the development of the
psyche. This is when kids decide who they are, by identifying with certain groups or
styles. Trends work very powerfully during this stage of adolescence. For some, this is a
very simple process and they move right along in productive ways. This is also where
juvenile delinquency can manifest.
When I reached this point in my life, at age 15,1 had virtually no social life. In
desperation, I reached out to the partying group — those who used alcohol and marijuana. I had seen a news special on television that showed undercover footage of youth
using alcohol and drugs. They looked like they were having a great time. I had turned
down offers many times to smoke pot. I decided to give it a try. Suddenly I was OK
with some of the kids that used to shun me. I was cool. I was so wrapped up in my
newfound social experience that nothing else seemed important. School became a
meeting place to get together, skip classes, and get high.
Certainly there are people who drop out of school that do not use alcohol or
drugs. Dating, teenage pregnancy, and financial responsibilities can also take priority
during the identity stage of development. Today, the prevalent trend in identity
resolution involves gangs. Kids want to belong to something, to have purpose, and feel
important. It mostly boils down to emotional and social support—one thing that
education appears to lack the most. Even kids from well-to-do families may seek
independence as a means of finding their own identity. Rebellion against the mechanism of conformity is a means of achieving a personal and independent identity. When
the youth has sufficiently identified his or her role, then he or she can move on in life.
What is sad is that many of the roles kids find lead to a dead-end in society, and usually
involve lack of involvement in school.
Many kids drop out of high school because they just don't make the connection between these personal issues they are dealing with and the importance of a high
school diploma. Some may even argue over just what the importance is of a diploma.
I personally see little value in a diploma, although I see a great amount of
value in what it represents. One idea is clear, that school teaches discipline. This is
important to the workplace, and to social order. Being able to dependably show up on
time is an asset people can use within their lives. There is also an ability to finish what
one starts that is demonstrated by receiving a diploma. This may be the key reason
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most employers ask about high school graduation.
Taking a look at the bigger scheme of things, education does much more than
prepare people for the workplace. It takes us back in time. There is much to be learned
about human nature from the past. History classes, although boring to many, tell a
great deal about people and their motives. Not only do we learn technology, we learn
what does not work socially. Philosophy classes, science classes, and critical writing
classes prompt us to think and reason as human beings. They challenge us to form
opinions and make decisions based upon our own thoughts and understandings.
Education is much greater than memorizing useless facts and figures. It is an asset to
the continuing advancement of the human race.
That is all fine and dandy, but what does this have to do with the dropout of
high school kids? After all, they are just losers — right? This type of social judgement is
very harmful. As a society we categorize whether people will succeed or fail. Part of
that destiny is the labeling we place on people for their academic achievements.
Let's take Johnny, for example. Johnny is just starting out his first year of
school, kindergarten. His parents did not spend much time helping him get a head start
on reading. Now, his class has a reading activity. The other students in the class fare
very well on the task, and each one gets a gold star on their chart. Johnny, on the other
hand, struggles — and receives a red star instead. Johnny has now been labeled as
different from the other kids. He may be ridiculed or excluded from play with the other
kids as a result of his red star.
The previous example illustrates at its core, the fundamental expense of rating
people's abilities in standardized ways. People are so complex in their own interests
and abilities that many will fall short on any given scale. This is one area where I feel
that public education falls short of the mark it strives to attain. If the goal of education is
to train workers, it actually excludes many people on the basis of standardization.
People with acute skills are expelled from school because they have trouble with math
or English, yet they may be excellent at art or music. By not receiving a diploma, these
individuals become labeled by society as failures, and may also feel the same way in
their own eyes.
There is a notion that we learn what we can't do as we grow older. We limit
ourselves based upon our beliefs. I feel that standardized education promotes the
learning of limitations, especially through the system of grading. When we receive a
low grade, we are being told that we are below par in that particular activity. Morale of
the students can be greatly affected by the grades they receive. There seems to be no
incentive to learn for someone who receives consistently low grades. The result can be
dropping out of school.
If we look at the goal of education in terms of expanding the intellectual
knowledge of the students who attend, standardization once again appears to be a
downfall. Subjects that are not interesting are made mandatory. There becomes a split
between the students' aspirations and the path the educational system has laid out.
Naturally, the students will gravitate toward what interests them — and the other
material will suffer. Lack of interest in school arises, and grades in subjects that appear
useless fall. The goal of education does not appear to fit the goal of the students'
abilities, and dropping out may result.
Many people who drop out of school are not losers, as society may try to label
them. In fact, several of those who drop out of school end up getting their GED
certificate by age 25.1 am one of them. "In 1993 the 450,000 people who passed the
GED tests accounted for one-seventh of the population receiving a diploma. The
average age of GED candidates was 26 that year, and more than 60 percent of them
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planned to continue their schooling after receiving a certificate." (Schwartz 1)
This trend signals a very important fact. Public education is not meeting the
needs of the students who attend, otherwise they would not drop out. The benefits of
education become more evident with time, and people who did not see the relationship
at first eventually return for more education. This seems like an inefficient cycle. There
must be something that can help keep students involved in school straight through.
When I was in junior high school, I was lucky. There were a few experimental programs
under study that I was selected for, as a result of my extremely high SAT scores. These
programs promoted the free exploration of subjects I was interested in. There was a
science class where I was allowed to use a high school physics book to freely explore
whatever caught my attention. I also participated in an English program where we
were allowed to creatively write, rather than diagram sentences and work on grammar.
We had a one-period class that was like a study hall for students with high SAT scores,
where we could just do homework, had access to computers, or could even play chess. I
feel that my involvement in these programs helped me hang on an extra couple of years
before I dropped out.
I feel strongly toward the implementation of independent study schooling. It
provides an intrinsic, or internal reward to the student. It makes learning fascinating,
and it keeps the student motivated to attend. I am not saying that all structure should
be thrown to the wind, as there are some core fundamental skills that I feel all people
may benefit from. If educators would take the time to show interest in the students as
individuals, self-esteem and self-confidence would bloom. There would be support for
the student, rather than critique and disapproval. School would become a desirable
place to be, and could be positive for many who attend.
Unfortunately, this approach is not attainable under our present system.
Educational systems are so overloaded that students are basically left to fend for
themselves with their homework. One-on-one interaction is impossible. The funds
required to pay the teachers we presently have are scarce, and budgets continue to be
cut even further. Sadly enough, the system will continue on, and the cycle will be
repeated. More and more kids will be caught up in the educational machine, swept
along as if by an ocean current—aimlessly drifting where the system takes them. Some
of them will see the importance of completing the journey, regardless of what comes
their way. Others will fall by the wayside, as they discover what truly interests them,
and lose focus of the goals of education.
Many will find their way back, and pursue higher education. Some will work
at McDonald's or Minute Lube for the rest of their lives, content with the fact that they
at least have a job. A few will end up in prison, homeless shelters, or on welfare.
We can't easily fix things for those who have already lost the zeal for education, as the desire needs to be there. I do feel, however, that allowing the students of the
present generation more freedom to choose their own path will help encourage them to
stick around. Some structure is necessary, as young people do not realize all that they
will need to know as their lives unfold. More kids will stick it out through high school
if they have some passionate interest keeping them there. In the end, the student will
benefit.
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Trusting Your Voice
By Dennis Farrell
This story is about many things. But mostly about myself. It takes into account
my going to school for two years and the things I've learned. And about my English
class that made me realize I do have a story to tell. It sheds light on the reading I did
while I was in the class. How important the readings were to me personally. The first
reading was Harriet Jacobs' "Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl." The second that
made a difference in my life was Gloria Anzaldua's "Entering into the Serpent." The
final piece that had me putting pen to paper was Mary Louise Pratt's "Arts of the
Contact Zone." These truly did inspire me to write my life story.
Jacobs' essay made me feel ashamed to be white. It made me feel sad and
dishonored to be someone not of color. I pride myself in not being prejudiced toward
one race or another. This article really brought it home for me though. It made me
realize that I could be guilty of something without even knowing what I was doing that
was wrong. I am sure that many people were just living their lives not paying much
attention to the plight of black people in America and they were just as guilty of racism
as the KKK in the south. I reevaluated how and why I live like I do merely because of
this essay. It also made me think about how important it was that she took the time to
write it down. It was a very significant piece of Americana for me to read. As you will
see my story gets much more complex.
Then our class read Anzaldua's essay. She is a lesbian, Mexican, Indian,
radical feminist. She was writing for, what seemed to me, a very different reason. She
was putting words on paper to discover something about herself. The way I read her
was different than everyone else in the class. I knew she was talking to me. "La
Facultad" I knew exactly what she meant. She had to take the time to write it down
before she knew what she was going to say. This proved useful to my thought processes. It made me think of the story I wanted to tell. My story started to become more
than just thought, I began writing it down, not sure what I would do with it, but writing
it just the same.
Then we were asked to read Pratt's "Arts of the Contact Zone." That story put
the finishing touch on why I would have to write. I had a contact zone and it was this
class. To be able to use my ability to communicate with other students, with my
teachers, with the world as a whole. That is what she meant when she said to use your
contact zones. I thought to myself "if not now, when?" So I was inspired to write this
paper. I thought to myself, "Why doesn't somebody write a piece like Jacobs or
Anzaldua's about gay people?" While I was reading Pratt's piece it came to me, this
class would be my opportunity. That I should, and could, write an essay about gay
people that would help let other people see them more like human beings. Not something more, and not something less. Just people with problems, joys and pains. The
same joys and pains we all have.

My Childhood
I won't go into all the details about my life, but I will tell you pertinent facts,
concerning what I think my 'gay' heritage is. I was born in Salt Lake City, in Holy Cross
Hospital on June 4,1957. I was only three weeks old when we moved to Southern
California. I don't remember much until I was three. I then had an accident that would
change my life. I was playing in the front yard with the other kids in the

neighborhood when a girl threw a piece of a model airplane into the air. It came back
down toward us, like a boomerang, and struck me in the eye. I was rushed to the
hospital where I stayed for three months. When I got home I was blind in my right eye.
They told my parents that I was lucky to be alive. If it (model airplane) had gone in
another eighth of an inch it would have done brain damage. My parents were probably
over-protective of me. Who could blame them. I would probably be over-protective if I
had a son or daughter get hurt that seriously, that early, in his or her life. I was not to
rough house with the other kids. I got enrolled in tap and ballet lessons. I learned to
read when I was four. I was encouraged to do things in the house, and in the backyard.
I had a brother and sister. They were the objects of my affections. I spent most of my
time with them. I learned to cook and clean. My Mom and Dad thought that was great.
I also learned to garden at a young age. I was fascinated by growing things. I got my
first prosthetic eye when I was six. My eye was a milky white color, the fake one
looked more real, but didn't really fool anyone. It was neat having a fake eye in school
though, every time I would forget to bring something to show and tell, I would pop my
eye out. It was a hit with all the kids at school! I didn't play any sports because my
parents were afraid that I would be put in harm's way again. I also liked to read. I had
read every book the school library had by the time I was nine.
The reason I'm telling you all of this is I want you to judge for yourself just
how 'normal' my childhood was, or was not. I want you to be the judge. I want you to
have all of the pertinent facts that might have made me the way I am today. In Jacobs'
essay she told you about her childhood. She didn't even know she was a slave until
age seven. I didn't know I was any different than anybody else at that time either. But
as you will soon see, my life is going to change dramatically.

My Adolescence
When I turned 14 years old, I was beginning to feel different from my acquaintances. I had stopped wearing my prosthetic eye when I started growing so fast. It
would have cost my parents a small fortune to keep me in fake eyes throughout my
youth. The other school kids seemed to pull away from me after I stopped wearing my
eye. I didn't have many friends that were my age.
All of my friends were older. I started working at a diner when I was 13 years
old. That is where my friends were. When I turned 161 got a job at a 'Handyman'
store. I had lots of friends there. I worked full-time. I went to school in the mornings
and worked from 12:30 - 9:00 p.m. I made my own money, I bought my own clothes, I
put bread and milk on the table for my family. My dad got laid-off and was not making
enough money. I felt I had to work to be able to afford the things I thought were
necessary for high school. While I was working at Handyman I saw my first gay
couple. They would come in the store and shop just about every weekend, for paint, for
flowers, for carpet. It elicited lots of negative response from my fellow employees. I
knew deep down in my heart I was just like them. I suppose it was my own homophobia that made me deny it.
I was still an active Mormon at that time. I got made a Priest when I was 16. I
was teaching Primary at that time too. I had been through the Temple with my parents
when I was 12. I brought up the gay couple at church and the reaction was just as
intense. They thought that those two should have been shot. I learned to keep my
mouth shut about anything gay. I told my Bishop that I thought I was that way. He
told me not to worry about it, lots of young guys go through having those feelings.
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I also started experimenting with drugs at that time. I found that the drugs
made me feel more 'normal.' I thought that these feelings I had for guys would subside,
eventually. The more I did drugs, the more adventurous I became. I decided to try to
have sex with a girl. It worked, and I thought I was normal. I loosened up with my
friends, I told my best friend from work that I had been having these homosexual
thoughts, but that I thought I was o.k. because I had sex with a girl. He told me that his
best friend was gay and that he wouldn't admit it to himself for a long time. Then one
night, not long after that, I met his friend. I became his friend too. We bowled on a
league together. He talked with me about how he came out to his parents and friends.
He came out after he had left his parents' house. He also did drugs and partied quite a
bit. By then, I was using drugs and alcohol pretty regularly.
That was when I began losing something in my life. I couldn't put a name on
it, but I felt that something was not right. Now I feel, in retrospect, that I was losing my
spirit. My drug use, my lack of being able to tell anybody what I was feeling, all had to
do with me losing my spirituality. I felt isolated from everyone and everything that
used to be important to me. There was this great fear in my heart that people would
react to me the same way they did to those faggots that came into my store. I grew
really distrustful of people I had known. I couldn't trust anyone with the knowledge
that I was a queer. That is how I thought of it then. I considered suicide over and over
again. Something kept me from doing it, though. I don't know what it was. I still think
I'm lucky to be alive today. Gloria Anzaldua writes in her essay:
"La Facultad is the capacity to see in surface phenomena the meaning of
deeper realities, to see the deep structure below the surface. It is an instant
'sensing,' a quick perception arrived at without conscious reasoning. It is
an acute awareness mediated by the part of the psyche that does not speak,
that communicates in images and symbols which are the faces of feelings,
that is, behind which feelings reside/hide. The one possessing this
sensitivity is excruciatingly alive to the world.
Those who are pushed out of the tribe for being different are likely to
become more sensitized (when not brutalized into insensitivity). Those
who do not feel psychologically or physically safe in the world are more apt
to develop this sense. Those who are pounded on the most have it the
strongest—the females, the homosexuals of all races, the dark skinned, the
outcast, the persecuted, the marginalized, the foreign."
Not being able to talk to my parents about my secret life tore me up inside. I
felt so strongly about my sexuality but I couldn't talk with anyone about it. I was so
afraid that someone would find out and reject me, or my thoughts. Out of fear I began
to see the fear in other people's eyes. I think that was when I started to acquire that
sense, that Facultad. I think that's what La Facultad is all about. You can't know what it
is until you've been alone and terrified. Then you begin to notice it in other people's
eyes. At first you don't know what causes you to know that the other person is just like
you; the same, but different. Fear, so utterly terrified, they lost their spirit the same way
you lost yours.
Young Adulthood
My curiosity grew so strong that I went to an adult bookstore when I was 17. I
was disgusted by what I saw there, but also turned on. Just to lay down with somebody of the same sex; to hold them, to caress them, to make love to them. I think that is
what turned me on the most. It wasn't the actual sex act that turned me on, it was the
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fact that two men were doing what I had only dreamed of, that I'd seen somebody
doing it, with my own two eyes. (Just one eye really!) I knew I was gay then, beyond a
shadow of a doubt. I made up my mind to tell my parents as soon as I turned 18. If
things got ugly I could always move out in a hurry. I told my psychology teacher in
high school first. She gave me the name of a psychologist that would help me and my
parents come to terms with my sexuality. I told them about a week after my 18th
birthday. They acted shocked, hurt, and disappointed with me. They made arrangements to have me go to a church psychologist. I went, and he told me I would really
have to want to change in order for him to help me. I questioned him further and he
said he hadn't had much luck in treating homosexuals but that he would try if I really
wanted to change. I left feeling more confused than ever. I made an appointment with
the psychologist my teacher had given me. I went in to him and he told me I sounded
like a well-adjusted young gay person. I told him that I was confused about all the
things society was trying to tell me. He was of the opinion that society looks on people
the way they look at themselves. He told me to call and make an appointment for my
parents to come in with me. I tried but my parents said I had the problem, not them.
I moved out shortly after I told them I was gay. I had my first love interest
about nine months after I moved out. I met Ron at a party and he moved in with me
about eight weeks later. I had told my parents about him in the weeks we were dating;
they didn't seem to want to hear me. Then they called me after we had been together
for about six months and asked me to come to dinner. I replied that I would come if I
could bring Ron. They said that there was no way they would ever invite Ron over to
their house. I said to them, if that's the attitude you have, I don't want to see you
anymore at all. I went for nearly a year without seeing or talking to my Dad and Mom.
Thanksgiving time came and I got a phone call asking if Ron and I could come to
dinner, I accepted. They told me that they would never use those kinds of tactics again.
They valued our relationship too much to ever let anything get in the way.
Even though I didn't see it that way, I was beginning to take advantage of my
contact zones back then. Looking back, I see I had negotiated my first contact zone
encounter rather nicely. It was a painful experience but it proved worthwhile in the
long run. I never had to worry about my parents abandoning me ever again. I had
bridged the gap between my parents' world and mine: Mormon theocracy and the gay
lifestyle.
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Adulthood
My adult life has been very interesting so far. It has often been difficult but
there is no growth without difficulties. I believe you are on the earth to gain as much
knowledge as possible. How can you gain knowledge if you have it easy all the time?
When Ron broke up with me, I was devastated. I was angry with myself, with Ron,
and with everything gay. So I decided to go straight. I went back to church, and I got
engaged to a nice young lady. But I wasn't being fair to her or myself. I told her that I
became engaged for the wrong reason. I told her I asked her to marry me out of anger
for this other person, not because I loved her. I really disappointed her. I was ashamed
of myself too. We broke up.
I moved to Utah four months later. There I met my life-mate. Randy was 31,
and I was 23. My parents even liked him. He had three sons from his previous
marriage. I got to be a Dad! I enjoyed his children immensely. Randy was a homophobic homosexual, though. He refused to tell the kids he was gay, he didn't want them
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influenced by the gay lifestyle. What he didn't realize was that his ex-wife had already
told them he was gay. There were a few incidents that upset me during that time. The
first thing that comes to mind is the time his ex-wife wouldn't let me take the kids to
buy their Dad a Christmas present. I had picked them up before and there was never
any problem. I went over to pick them up and Jason came to the door and said that
they couldn't go with me unless Randy was with me. I later found out that she had
been talking to her sister-in-law about me and that she put the idea in her head that I
might molest those kids. I loved those kids with all my heart. To think that I would
molest them, after knowing them, and their Dad, for three years is ludicrous.
I have other incidents to share with you. Randy, my partner, got angry at me
once. So angry in fact that he did the same thing I did. He moved in with a woman.
She was a jealous person. She knew all about us. She was determined to keep him
anyway. At about the same time I had given up hope for the relationship, he asked me
to move in with him again. That was in '93. I found it odd that he did the same, but
different, thing that I did, when I was mad at the world. That he would go to that
extreme also was a very revealing thing. We have much more in common than I could
have imagined.
The other thing I wanted to tell you about happened last Halloween. I was on
the porch of my new house in Draper waiting for the kids to come by; a bunch of
neighborhood children had just been by. Then I saw the Relief Society President with a
whole bunch of kids. She marched all those little kids right past my house, with me
sitting out on the porch she told them they couldn't come to my house. I was outraged
by her disrespect of me. What is that teaching those children? I would never lower
myself to those standards. I treat all people with respect and dignity until they do
something that warrants a response.
There is a little note that I would like to make you aware of. My parents
recently admitted to me that they knew I was different right from the start of my life.
That they had a reason to believe I would be gay. My Uncle Gary told them that I
would be gay. If I would have been told that I wouldn't be the person I am today. I
don't know whether I would have been worse, or better off, knowing that?
Is it any wonder that I view the world in many ways. I can look at it through
Jacobs' eyes. I can see the injustices that I as a white man put on the African-Americans. Perhaps I feel it with more empathy. Perhaps it is because I have felt oppressed
too. Perhaps it is La Facultad at work. The reason I wrote this is to engage you in the
contact zone we've created here at an institute of higher learning. For what good is a
contact zone if you are never contacted? What sense is there in going to school if you
are not going to have your values, your whole being challenged? I want to end this
essay with a quote from Anzaldua: "We lose something in this mode of initiation,
something is taken from us: our innocence, our unknowing ways, our safe and easy
ignorance. There is prejudice and a fear of the dark, chthonic (underworld) material
such as depression, illness, death, and the violations that can bring on this break."
I would like you to know that I thought a lot about this essay. I believe I used
my contact zone wisely. I think and hope I wrote something that made you think of
gay people in a different way. I hope I gave you a chance and reason to embrace my
character, my person more completely. I want to challenge you to go out and take that
chance; learn something about yourself by letting go of the 'goodness' that would
condemn me. Wrap your intellect and compassion around me and be willing to let me
wrap my intellect and compassion around you. It is the only way we can truly learn
about each other.
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Art and All "Our Mothers' Gardens"
by Dianna Neal
Alice Walker uses Virginia Woolf's phrase "contrary instincts" to describe the
creative spirit that her female ancestors revered while working and living in oppressive
conditions. Her mother had a difficult life, but she managed to keep her creative spirit
alive. She held onto what she could in the simplest ways. Where there was a will there
was a way.
Walker explains that her mother, though tired and overworked, did express
and feed her creative spirit. She planted incredible gardens, and still does, with various
blooming plants. She adorned the house with flowers from the garden. Walker likens
her mother's garden to magic. Friends and strangers visited the garden regularly and
would ask to stand or walk amongst her mother's art. Her mother's garden represents
an undying love of beauty and creation, symbolizing the weaving of her creative spirit
with nature's hand. Envision the roots in the garden woven together, creating a
network of support for the other plants.
When Alice Walker went in search of her mother's garden it became a journey
about uncovering her own true self. Her mother was her strength and her role model.
Walker discovered that she found herself while searching for her heritage, and in the
process she excavated her authentic self.
Imagine black women not forced to endure the oppression. What other
magnificent artists were not allowed to speak and create? Perhaps the heavy hand of
society has muffled and silenced many more creative spirits. We can appreciate what
their children are now allowed to say and let their mothers' voices be heard through
them.
When I read Alice Walker's essay, I was swept back to my own upbringing
and the history of the women in my family. Like so many women before her, my
maternal grandmother was married at a very young age. She was better off marrying
young than living in the wretched conditions provided by her father. By the time she
was fifteen she was pregnant with her first child and went on to have four more. She
did not complete her high school education because it was deemed unnecessary. She
was left to raise the children on her own because my grandfather worked wherever and
whenever he could. It must have been a lonely existence.
My mother is the only woman of the five children that my grandmother bore.
My mother's life was not completely riddled with hardships, but she did follow in my
grandmother's footsteps in many respects: marrying young, dedicating her young life
to raising three children, and providing a loving home for her family.
I thought that these two women must have completely lost themselves in a sea
of children and chores. When could they find the time to let their creative spirits sing?
Then I read Walker's piece and my eyes opened. I'd forgotten about the gardens. My
mother and grandmother have green thumbs. They planted flowers, ferns, and vines.
They gave each other clippings from their most mature plants so that the plant could
grow in the other's garden. The two of them would tour each other's garden to talk
about what was growing well that season or which plant was on its last leg. Gardening
was the common thread that bonded them as mother and daughter, and as women.
They intertwined their creative spirits with nature to create gardens —to create themselves.
Alice Walker challenges us, as art does, not to overlook what might be so
relative to our true existence; the true means of our existence and who we really are.
Don't let your voices be muffled by your own lack of awareness. Look deeper than you
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thought you ever could. It is our responsibility as women to represent out mothers'
and grandmothers' voices. When we are born we are not yet silenced. We are born
screaming and demanding to be heard. Don't deny yourself your birthright. We must
choose to be heard and not bury our heads in the sands of oppression.
We each have our own beliefs, which are sometimes referred to as truth. Or
perhaps, they are truths as we know it. When you look at a piece of art, are you
looking for the meaning that it holds or searching for something deeper? What are the
consequences if you decide that the artists' intentions don't hold any validity? The
individual artist speaks their truth through art. Listen and you could learn a thing or
two about yourself.
Judging an artist based on skin color or gender gets you nowhere. The walls
of prejudice will begin to crumble as you get to know more about the artists' individual
truth. A piece of art can challenge your opinions, inspire creativity, and take you on a
journey. The risk is allowing your version of the truth to be questioned. Art asks the
viewer to delve deeper. Sometimes it might be deeper than you thought you could ever
allow yourself to travel, but it is always worth the time. We must know a piece of art's
history to do it justice. If we do not know its background, we are only mystifying it,
thereby depriving ourselves of history, which consequentially belongs to us.
If you want to make a connection with a piece of art, you must open yourself
up to the possibility that you might not like what the artist is trying to convey. It's
about taking a risk. This is not going to be easy to do. In fact, it will be very hard, but it
is a risk we must take. Once you have decided to dismiss something based on first
impressions, you are doing yourself a grave disservice. When you decide to take that
leap and challenge yourself, you will then understand your truth, without hesitation.
Experiment in Genre (letter writing)
Dear Alice Walker,
I am writing to you because I have read your essay "In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens."
I was left wondering about my own upbringing and its consequences. You see, I was also raised in
the South, in Louisiana to be exact. Being from there has definitely given me a unique perspective
from which to speak.
I was raised to see all people as my equals. My parents did their best to not isolate me
from children of other races. I enjoyed the interaction with my black friends in particular. While
other white children chose not to mingle with the black children, I was always drawn to them. I
felt as though I would be missing out on something if I were forced to make friends with all white
children. Luckily, I ended up becoming friends with some very special black people.
Living in Utah for the past nine years has also given me an interesting perspective on
race matters. I notice that many people here stare at blacks and it bothers me when I see this
happen. Do they think that the black person will jump them? Why are they so damn scared?
Alice, I know you will understand when I say that I was to scream at those ignorant, pathetic fools.
Sometimes I think I might have the will to calmly ask them why they are like that. Normally, I pity
them.
Here in Utah the majority of the population is Mormon. Many of the politicians, school
teachers, and community leaders are Mormon. They are everywhere. I believe they demand a
measure of respect based upon the fact they are the majority and they think their opinions about
life and religion are truth. Being a non-Mormon, I am not involved in the community as much as
some of the Mormons. I feel like an outsider and actually, I don't want to fit into this community. I
think I can relate to black people better than the Mormons.
Growing up in the South prepared me to deal with prejudices on more than one level. I
know what it's like to feel out of place. I am an unmarried woman, raised in the South, living with a
man. How dare I live the way I do! I love it Alice. Thanks for putting your stamp on my voice, too.

A Comfortable Cage Called Life
By Ben Decker
My brothers have a cage in which they keep two iguanas. I'm sure these
creatures were born in captivity, and I assume they will die in the same cage they are in
now. It's not a bad cage. There are quite a few square feet for them to run around,
there is a stick they can climb up and down, there is a heat rock they can relax on, and
they have everything they need to survive at their clawtips. They don't even need to
hunt for their meals because their meal tickets (my brothers) provide them with four
square meals a day. They can see outside their cage, but have no idea what it would be
like to live outside. I often wonder, however, what would happen if we were to set
these two animals free in what would be considered a natural habitat for most iguanas
in the wild. Would they be likely to adapt in no time at all, or would they look for a nice
place with four glass walls and a stick to play on? And how could this story about two
lizards, even if used metaphorically, apply to us as a race? We are responsible for our
entrapment within four similar glass walls, yet we are not aware of them. Inside of a
cage called America we sit, and though we have a great view of the rest of the world,
that's all it is — a view. If we could somehow find a way of recognizing and breaking
out of this comfortable cage called life, we would be more capable of coming together as
a human race and putting an end to a division so obvious that terms such as "first
world" and "third world" are created to define the differences. Although I will incorporate the use of a few references, the main section of this essay will focus on my own
experiences of life in another country which, in its own way, was another world.
I was taught little in school or home about cultures and people other than my
own. Was there a reason I should have learned about a less productive people in some
remote country? There was nothing wrong with the land of the free and the home of
the brave, and whether or not I was culturally diverse was of little importance in my
life —until I went to live in a different country. For two years I would bunk in Brazil,
who like a relative who would much rather I just stay at my own home, assured me
that I could hang around as long as I wished.
The idea of entering a new country, learning a new language and becoming
part of a different society was appealing to me, but I must admit that I also thought that
my life as a misfit in a third world society would be comparable to an extended camping trip that was going to be really fun. Even as a student graduated from high school
(we all know the prestige involved in obtaining a high school diploma), I had the most
naive possible conception of what Brazil, a third world country, was like. History
classes never taught me about the extreme poverty in Brazil, the huge division of lower
and upper classes or the admiration and envy Brazilians have for Americans. I was
never encouraged to learn about the government or economy of the largest South
American country in school. I wasn't taught in church about the diverse religions that
exist in a country populated by a people that, as a whole, express more penitence and
dedication to God than the American people do. Even as a student fresh out of high
school, an encompassing cage had begun to form around me. Although I read now and
then for pleasure, and completed most of the reading assignments given to me in
school, it appears that one thing that greatly affected me, and I'm sure affected many
other people as well, is not as much that which I've read, but that which I have not.
I spent but a short time in Brazil, and I regretfully say that, had my conceptual
framework of the world been created within a global perspective, not just an American
one, it would not have taken me so long to understand why the Brazilians, despite the
fact that they live without many of the things Americans might consider imperative,

are so content with the life they have. When I first arrived in Brazil, I was so overwhelmed by the idea of being in another country and the adaptation that would have to
take place, it was as if someone had opened the door of my cage and let me run out for
the first time. It didn't take me long, however, to begin to recognize that I was in a
place that functioned in a very different way than the one I knew. I wish I could say
that I saw this different way with an open mind, and maybe even as the right way.
After all, to those people, it was the right way because it was the only way they knew.
Unfortunately though, I was quick to criticize because the American way was not only
easier, it was the only way I knew. In a sense, I began to look around for all the neat
things I used to have in my cage, and when I discovered that they were nowhere to be
found, I started to criticize my new environment.
In order for one to be able to understand what I mean by the term "criticize," I
think it is important to receive a little background on whatever it was I was criticizing,
and perhaps why I presumed that I was worthy of doing such. I will attempt to give
small bits of information about Brazilian society, but I will not make this the main focus
of my essay because there are obviously certain things one cannot learn about a people
or their way of life without actually becoming a part of that people's society.
The Brazilian people are very traditional. Often a decision about religion or an
occupation will be greatly influenced by the religion or occupation of an individual's
father or mother, which came as a result of their parents, and so forth. This is not to say
that the people do not think for themselves, it implies that many Brazilian people
believe in honoring family names, beliefs, and reputations. The people of Brazil are
very happy with a life that most people born in the states would not be capable of
tolerating. Poverty is not uncommon and comfort is not nearly as available there as it is
here. For example, in the state of Sao Paulo, the average temperature all year long is
comparable to the average summer temperature in a desert state like Utah. However,
most people live without many of the conveniences Americans have such as air
conditioning, the availability of a car and often even telephones. Yet for most Brazilians
this is nothing more than an inconvenience they have been taught to deal with by life in
Brazil. We often complain when we're "forced" to eat the same thing for dinner two
nights in a row. Consider eating the same basic meal for lunch and dinner every day of
your life. Rice and beans are an intricate part of any lunch or dinner, partly because it is
a traditional dish, partly because it is cheap and fits the budget of most families whose
sole provider works twelve-hour days and makes minimum wage (which over there is
not even close to what minimum wage here is). Schooling is not a requirement like it is
in the states. Many people stop going to school after completion of the Brazilian
equivalent of high school, many students don't go that far. Poverty is evident everywhere in Brazil. Many homes consist only of four walls and a roof overhead, and are
sometimes smaller than a small bedroom in the states. Despite all this, the Brazilian
people are warm, friendly, and genuine human beings.
After becoming aware of several conditions like those I just touched briefly
upon, I was quick to come to the conclusion that the lives of these people would be so
much better if they could only live like we do. What conclusion I wasn't quick to come
to was that the Brazilian people had no wish to live like we do. My failure to come to
this conclusion took me out of the world I had recently been shown, and put me back in
my cage where I had become so comfortable. My misconception that our way was the
only right way led to a half-hearted effort on my part to allow myself to become a part
of society, and as a result of that, I was not able to avoid implications in my speech and
actions that my country and way of life was, in many ways, superior—or at least more
appealing. Sometimes I would do this without even thinking about it, and in an attempt
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to explain life in the United States, I would unintentionally discourage a man who came
to the sudden realization that things for him, and perhaps his family, were as good as
they were going to get. Often in expressing what I loved or missed about
my country, I would succeed in making myself unapproachable, or my presence
undesirable. After all, what reasons would I have to miss aspects of an American
lifestyle in another country? 1. They are desirable. 2. They are unattainable in that
part of the world. Can you remember when you were a little kid, and for Christmas
your friend got the new state-of-the-art bicycle that cost about three times as much as
the used bike Santa got for you at a garage sale? You tried not to show that you were
indeed jealous by telling your friend you were happy for him, but inside you were
wishing someone would steal that bike and your friend would have to bum rides off
you. Now try to imagine an enthusiastic American in a third world country explaining
to a couple sweating profusely because of the heat how wonderful a concept as simple
as central air conditioning is. That was fine for me because, of course, I knew I would
have access to this convenience again, but for someone who may never come across
even something this simple, to hear a "rich American tourist" go on about it was
obviously very discouraging.
If this attitude of inherited superiority were mine and mine alone, I would not
be so anxious to write about it, but unfortunately there were many colleagues of mine
with the same molded misconceptions that I had. Something that has been brought to
my attention just recently is the concept of perspective. John Berger, in explaining the
evolution of certain art forms, said, "What you saw depended on where you were
when, which we aren't familiar with or don't understand. In order to understand what
lies beyond the walls of our cage, we must learn about it. Efforts can be made by
learning institutions, religious institutions, and the pupils themselves to ensure that we
don't get too caught up in whose way is better, and who is right. When it comes down
to it, whether we are talking about the people of the United States, the people of Brazil,
or the people of any other country, there isn't one way that is right for everybody, and
we cannot assume that there is. Who's to say that someday the walls of our cage won't
be torn down and the alternative will cease to exist? Once we realize that the differences between cultures is necessary, learn to accept those differences, and learn from
each other, we will be more able to overlook our idea of whose way is superior and
which country possesses more control. This realization could bring us closer to a
societal junction, and the knowledge and vision of the invisible walls that separate the
human race from itself could very well be the first step.

The Chasm
by Angela Jepperson
Women. Adrienne Rich says we have our work cut out for us. Alice Walker
says we could do so much given the artistic chance. Patricia Williams says that we are
not sleeping. I listen and relate to these women. And I wonder what do I say? I am a
woman. I don't know what it means for me to be a woman. I just am.
Be Insatiable. Be insatiable and still a woman. Stand for your beliefs, be a bitch
and yet stay soft and sexy and agreeable. I feel like a lousy commercial for some
perfume, "I can bring home the bacon, fry it up in the pan, and never let you forget
you're a man, because I'm a woman." I am caught in the crossfire of who I am and who
I ought to be according to everybody else. Is this what Williams' dream at the end of
her essay was about? The red dress, the hair and she is loud. She is the "her that she
had always dreamed of being, fascinating." What I find "Fascinating" is that even she
is watching herself from the outside. I do this. I watch myself play each role.
I am not black, or Hispanic. I am heterosexual. I want to be a wife. I want to
be a mother. I can look at society and see myself staring back at me, white, Christian
and content. Does this make me unqualified to read and understand the meanings in
the texts of Alice Walker, of Gloria Anzaldua? What about Adrienne Rich? These
women have stared into the face of society and they are not reflected. But I do relate.
Sometime I feel like the silent minority within the majority. The one that thinks and
feels and understands and yet is overlooked, ignored.
I feel ignored because of the majority view that the minority has. I hear about
the "Mormon" in this area, the narrow minded, the guilt imposing, the majority. I hear
of the Mormon women, oppressed and "second class". I am an active "Mormon"
woman, but I feel I am neither oppressed nor second class. However, because of
prejudices both within and without I feel that I can not fully express myself. Those
around me that are my same religion and culture have a hard time seeing outside. They
don't attempt to understand from a non-Mormon point of view. Those that are not my
religion are tainted because of the predominance of the belief system, and I would say
often times their narrow-minded prejudices of others.
In class, "missionary work" came up, "the superiority of missionary work." I
heard that and it made me mad. But I said nothing. I didn't want to impose my
"majority view." I didn't want to offend and I wanted to find the right wording for my
feelings. But before I could reword my reaction and temper my anger, the class was
over, the topic forgotten. I never felt superior and I was a missionary.
I went on a mission to share the things that I believed with anyone who would
listen. I felt unqualified. What did I know of life? I felt scared, I felt anxiety. I went to
Natchez, Mississippi. I felt out of place. And I felt humbled by these people that would
let me into their homes and lives. How could white middle class me do this? Let me
explain. I found out that no matter in whom or what you believe about spirituality, the
discussion of it can come from the heart of a person. As a missionary, people would let
me go to places in their lives and hearts, I alone would never have entered. That
changed my life. Miss Elaine Sibley Walker, black and old and tired, her life wasn't all
she wanted it to be. She had children and children of children to look after and bills to
pay. Hard things, mean things happened to her. I came from a completely different
world. I felt helpless. I felt unable. I was taught by this woman, her life, her dreams
and her faith. I was undeserving, I was insignificant, I was not superior.
This is what I wanted to say in class that day. I wanted to speak from my own
experience, not to argue, but to explain. To be understood and then move on. But the
fear of saying things in the wrong way or to be thought of as "proselytizing" or a
brainwashed Mormon wouldn't let me speak freely. I held myself back. I was my own
oppressor. I was trying to please, not to rock the boat. Is that what a woman does? I
think it is. This is what "Snapshots of a Daughter-in-Law" made me feel: "Only a week
since They said: Have no Patience/The next time it was: Be insatiable/Then: save yourself
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others you cannot save."
Sometimes I want to scream at the ignorance of people to save myself, my ideas.
I want to shout," Do you realize these are my feelings, my beliefs that you are criticizing,
mocking, I feel them and to me they are real!" I want to scream my truth to strangers
passing me by everyday. Scream loud and bold who I am. Because I matter too, I am of
worth and worthy of all things. But instead I turn the other cheek and meekly inherit the
world. I keep in my place, not to offend or rock the boat. I think this is part of being a
woman. What do I want of this world? What do I want with people who don't try to
understand me? But is it my silence keeping them from understanding? It is my silent
acquiescence that things are best left for other's opinions?
Reading Adrienne Rich I couldn't help but wonder who she was trying to please,
really. Who are Adrienne Rich's ghosts? Was she, too, silently accepting the world? She
explained that for so long her writing had been trying to imitate men's writing style. I
wonder sometimes if I am doing similar things in my life. Or are these just ghosts we are
chasing, finding blame instead of answers. Could Rich have found within herself the
freedom to "break the rules" without first learning the rules? Now she is on her own
defining and redefining. She became more free to express herself once she initially found
that acceptance in the "man's world."
It is important for Alice Walker to seek validity in the artistic ability of the
women of the South. Why could she (Alice) not be satisfied with the neighborhood
acknowledgment of her mother's garden? Or her mother's contentment? Why is it
important for me to have others understand me? Why do I care if you feel that my beliefs
are valid? Should it really matter? I have found a way that makes me happy. I have
weighed the options and opinions of others. And this is still my place, my unique pattern.
And yet I want to be understood. In some way I, too, want validation. Is that because I
am a woman, is that what a woman does? Seek validation and understanding, I think so.
But we do not trust ourselves, our own validation.
I liked the image of the "flowers in the wall." That is a woman, a flower in the
cracks of the wall. A woman teaching and training children, as Alice Walker's mother
did. She did the necessary work, the cooking, the cleaning, the rearing and the loving.
These are the images that I think of then I think of what it means to be to be a woman.
And I am pleased, not oppressed by these images. We can do these things and be proud
of them. And we can write books and teach lessons, as Alice Walker does. We can
engineer and supervise and run companies. Women can be all things.
"But the telling of these stories, which came from my mother's lips as naturally
as breathing, was not the only way my mother showed herself as an artist. The artist that
was and is my mother showed itself to me only after may years. This is what I finally
noticed."
I am not suggesting to lessen the message of oppression and compromise of
black women that Alice Walker was sending in this essay. But for years her mother was
achieving personal victories and accomplishments that may not have been seen by the
majority. But I am sure her mother saw them. I am sure she felt them. Walker had to
look back and see them. She could look back after she had found a place of her own.
Then she could see the comfort in the achievements of her own mother.
And I am back to Patricia Williams'dream again. She hears the words of her
fascinating self say, " Voices lost in the chasm speak from the slow eloquent fact of the chasm.
They speak and speak and speak, like flowing water" and she wakens strong, single hearted
and completely refreshed. Florida Scott Card said" you do not need to claim all the events
in your life to make them yours, but when you do, you are fierce with reality." It is not
always easy or notable to be a woman. Being a woman speaks from the chasm, it speaks
from the walls, and it speaks from voices within, some chiding some soothing, like flowing
water.
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Starving Abundance
By Shawn Smith
Last night was a slow night bartending. Looking around for something
interesting to pass the time, I noticed a magazine lying on the bar. It was entitled Self, a
women's magazine devoted to health and fitness. I casually flipped through it, glossing
over the articles and stopping at the particularly pretty faces, when I stumbled over an
article about anorexia and bulimia. It had a couple of token pictures of the woman who
the article was about. One picture was a before shot taken a few years earlier when she
was in the depths of anorexia. Then, on the next page, there was the recovery photo
with her perched, clinging to her fiance. They are the stereotype of what every young
couple should look like.
What an important article. I'm feeling good about life. It's a great magazine to
tackle such a horrible issue afflicting so many women. I read on, digesting all the
statistics showing what a horrible disease anorexia is. How many people have it, what
some causes might be, and the recovery process. The magazine devotes four pages to
the subject of anorexia and bulimia.
I turned the page and stopped abruptly. My jaw literally flexed as I looked at
the article on the next page. The caption read, " Viagra for Women," with a risque photo
of a thin woman laying in bed, hands clasping her sweats in precoitus anticipation.
The proximity of these articles strikes me as particularly careless. The magazine
writes pages about a disease in which women starve themselves to an emaciated state to
be thin, then on the next page it's back to the business of selling magazines. The editors
don't skip a beat. I flipped on through the magazine in disgust and stopped at an ad
that exemplifies everything wrong with this phenomenon. The hypocrisy of
sociophysical dysfunction. A glaring dichotomy perpetuated by the same magazine
trumpeting awareness of health issues affecting women.
The model, Rebecca Romijn, is standing in Times Square, the center of the
universe to anyone who means anything or can buy the status of meaning anything to
show people who don't care because they're preoccupied with looking cool so you'll
notice them. Times Square is the ground zero of corporate, cool, hip downtown NYC.
She's standing with her legs splayed just so, hair mussed with a come-hither look
wearing a milk mustache, and a bikini telling the reader that milk does the body good
on behalf of the National Fluid Milk Processor Promotion Board. They probably work in
conjunction with the National Eating Disorder board for job security.
I stood there for a while absorbing the gravity of this magazine. The ambiguity
was blatant. On one hand Self preaches looking great, thinking and being healthy—but
be aware of the fat little people around you, don't become one, but if you do there's a
nifty article about a mother of six who lost fifty-three pounds after her last pregnancy
and now instructs Jazzercise at Bally's. I'm not sure how many women read Sei/and
take anything it prints seriously. Juxtaposing the article about anorexia and then
carrying the ads throughout the rest of the magazine is equivalent to speaking seriously
about the deadly effects of smoking and in the same breath relating how great, cool and
sophisticated smoking is.
Western society is obsessed with superficially beautiful women, a theme that
has been written and spoken about for years. Every sociologist has spat their two cents'
worth, women's rights groups have boycotted, burned bras and threatened others about
society's distorted sexual ideals. Self magazine writes at length about women stepping
into a powerful role, but you have to be tall, skinny, have high cheek bones, perfect
breasts, a thin butt, a toothy white smile and a Bachelor's in Communication.
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Another example is a movie that has recently been released called She's All
That. It's about a high school football stud who gets dumped by his super gorgeous
girlfriend. He needs to find a date to the prom so he bets his friends that he can make
any girl into a supermodel prom queen. The girl he picks to be his project is a fine,
skinny, doe-eyed girl who dresses like a slob in glasses to fit the accepted picture of a
geek. I know movies are the last place to seek realism but this is sick. The most irrational and irrelevantly dumb movies are directed to an audience that is the most susceptible to shallow trends and illusory lifestyles. I hope the kids who see this movie see it
for what it is, a slick, practiced and recited script that has absolutely no connection with
reality.
A contributing factor exacerbating the number of anorexia cases may lie in the
lack of parental guidance for young women. Had parents instilled a solid sense of
security, identity, and purpose in their children's life, then maybe they would be less
susceptible to ads that perpetuate unrealistic ideals. Many women who have anorexia
are from homes where the parents obsessively pushed their children to be perfect. The
anorexia that developed was a mechanism to have absolute control over one's appearance so the girl is physically perfect to meet the image she perceives her parents want.
Corporations have played a ubiquitously powerful hand in creating the ideal
that women are held to. When a company wants to sell something it wants to create the
most compelling sales pitch. The company wants the prospective customer to stop and
look at the ad. It wants the ad to stand out, which in turn will make the product stand
out amongst the endless clutter of advertisements.
Sex sells. Attach an image of a scantily clad person to any product and it will
sell more than if it was left with just a "new and improved" tag on it. This phenomenon
goes straight to the human psyche. Humans are the only creatures who perceive sex as
more than just a biological function. We are conscious of the mystery and eroticism
attached to sex. When these connotations are attached to other objects for sale, they
take on the resonance of the original attractant.
Create a link between sex and the most preposterous object and people will
want it. Stick Kathy Ireland next to a pet rock and I'm sure you would sell some pet
rocks.
Society is still dominated by men. Disparity between wages, power, and
influence remain, but that does not mean women don't have substantial market power.
Both sexes buy into these ads for personal reasons. Each person buys into an ad
consciously and unconsciously to fill whatever need the product may serve or represent.
If a child was raised in a society where fat, balding, stinking people with
tracheotomies were the vogue, then guess what? People would shave their head,
smoke, eat like pigs, not take showers and be all the rage. The naturally thin people
with a high metabolism rate would scream bloody murder about the media perpetuating an unrealistic and unhealthy image of people, while the lucky ones who are
naturally fat, balding, and stinking would gloat with the power and style that is
naturally theirs.
Both men and women need to be held accountable for the image that society
has of both sexes. Each sex upholds the stereotype. Women buy into the stereotype to
attract men and men buy into the stereotype, through Pavlovian programming, from
day one. It's a vicious cycle that can manifest in extremely dysfunctional ways. Women
killing themselves to look the ideal and men killing in general to capture an ideal. These
are extreme examples. Remember the old stories about the chivalrous suitors fighting
each other to win the hand of a sought-after young woman. There are myriad dysfuncSmith - 34

tional behaviors that surface when a person sells theirs soul to obtain the ideal image of
a mate. A lack of commitment can develop on both sides.
The social programming starts at a young age. Arguably before a baby is born
it is destined to repeat a cycle of dysfunction handed down through a family for
generations. By early adolescence social hierarchies are developing, and the repressive
"pecking order" sets in. Childhood is a time when no one wants to stand out or be
different. The insecurities of one would lash out and strike at anybody who shows any
vulnerability. The ideal of what a pretty girl or a cute boy looks like then becomes
standard among children, befitting the ideals of the time and culture. How you should
look and act is pounded in through every influence imaginable to the point where
beauty is not thought of anymore, it's assumed. One doesn't even think about what
constitutes beauty. If you're thin with high cheek bones, a full chest and a ready giggle,
you're beautiful. Personality, imagination, intelligence are so far down on the list that
it's almost a non-subject. Oh, people need personality! The men tell the jokes, pick their
teeth, drink and spill the beer and are dragged onto the dance floor while the women
chatter amongst themselves, blow clouds of smoke above their heads and talk about the
wedding shower of a friend.
Girls grow up with Barbie dolls. The pretty, thin, blonde with the red corvette
who dates tall, dark, handsome Ken. This is a stereotype that inevitably will affect
women on every level. They graduate to Seventeen which invariably is read by the time
they're fourteen. When the girl turns seventeen, Seventeen isn't cool anymore so now
they're avid Cosmo readers. Is there a magazine filled with more social ideals and
stereotypes? I shudder to think if there is one.
On the spectrum of life this phenomenon may seem like a blip compared to the
pressing problems facing many societies. The fact that this is a problem to be written
about at all shows the luxury of where western society is. In other countries finding a
job and a roof over one's head is a major challenge. Eating disorders are just one of the
challenges programmed into the society. A clearer title would be a starving disorder,
because many people would like to have food, to frame an eating disorder.
Nevertheless, eating disorders and other social diseases have become a major
issue debilitating countless people. The best way to remedy this trend is through
education, awareness and compassion. When I think about it, that medicine could save
the world.
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Finding One's "Best Voice"
by Josh Holmgren
After attempting an exploratory writing on some of the different voices that
authors portray or intend to express I found myself making a sort of haphazard list of
voice after voice with not much continuity. However, the idea of revealing one's best
voice is still intriguing to me and I've decided to use the same topic for this exploratory
writing, but I will go about it in a different way. Instead of directly observing who uses
what voice and why, let's discuss an issue or idea brought up by an author and from
there resolve, or at least attempt to resolve, the question at hand through the "best"
voice of some of the authors we have studied. I would also like to interject some
personal experience and even throw in my own "best" voice or how I would arrive at a
conclusion to any given question. Why do we as people, artists, authors and citizens
need a "best" voice and why do we have to find it within ourselves?
A statement that sparks many ideas of curiosity and interest to me as a reader
comes from a Spanish-American female author who is serious about her writing and
mixing in her culture and language along with it. This author of whom I speak is Gloria
Anzaldua, and her devotion to her people and language is evident in the following
declaration from her essay "How to Tame a Wild Tongue." "So, if you really want to
hurt me, talk badly about my language. Ethnic identity is twin skin to linguistic identity
— I am my language." Anzaldua goes on to say that until she is free to write the way
she would like, that is bilingually and openly, her tongue will be illegitimate. From
Anzaldua's bold statement we can draw a couple of critical questions. It is evident that
she is demonstrating her most passionate voice here; her language and culture. Using
Anzaldua as the example, an intrigued reader could implore "How do other authors
proclaim their most powerful, passionate voice through their writing?" Or even, " How
do I express to others my strongest feelings and ideas?"
Primarily, we can take a look at Anzaldua herself and her style of remitting her
best voice in the essay mentioned earlier. The most correct way to describe her style of
manifesting her best voice to her readers is through very overtly political issues and
positions. Not only does she want the whole world to precisely know her innermost
feelings and beliefs, but she emphatically demands that the reader understand and
respect her position. Why does she do this? Why does she demand that her readers be
cautious of her and her heritage? The answer to these questions may not be definite;
however, by writing in an active voice, a voice that carries power and volume, she
overcomes her own assumed discrimination. Let's briefly examine how she does this.
Growing up, Anzaldua was always in the minority, and as we know historically, the
minority are shamefully less respected and heard. Anzaldua knew what she had to
overcome if she wanted to be heard and respected. Hence, she took upon herself an
outspoken, active, and aggressive attitude and demeanor. As a young student, I can
imagine Anzaldua thinking to herself, "If I don't scream and shout am I ever going to be
heard? Will anyone ever listen to me?" We can see that her best voice becomes argumentative. She says, "Well, if you don't listen to the precious things I have to say, I will
scream and shout until you do!"
This personality perpetuates throughout her life. As a professor, Anzaldua
risked losing her job by sneaking in chicano short stories, poems and plays. As a child
she was told that her language was wrong, yet she commands the contrary and
incessantly defends its greatness. Anzaldua shows that she feels oppressed about her
gender, sexual preferences, skin color, culture and heritage when she says, "Those who
are pounced on the most have it the strongest — the females, the homosexuals of all
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races, the darkskinned, the outcast, the persecuted, the marginalized, the foreign."
Though she speaks of others in this statement, Anzaldua is all of these and it's manifest
through the rest of her writings. These personal references and "accusations" give
means to various motives to her writing in the manner that she has.
Like Gloria Anzaldua, Alice Walker is interested in her heritage and is
concerned with the exterior perception and respect it receives. Although a renowned
author of many novels and award winning pieces, Walker's answer to the given
question of how authors express their "best" voice might come in a more simple
manner; not as an in depth study into personal and historical misdeeds as Anzaldua
defined. Walker answers this question in a number of ways. In her piece, "In Search of
Our Mothers' Garden," she remembers a quilt that hangs in the Smithsonian Institution
in Washington. D.C.. She furthermore describes how the creator, "an anonymous black
women who lived a hundred years ago," expresses her main voice; which Walker
defines as, "powerful imagination and deep spiritual feelings." This quilt represents a
very powerful voice and Walker uses it in her writing to show yet another form of
expression. Walker also simply looks back one generation to her mother and discovers
that her voice, an outlet, a way to "feed the creative spirit," was gratefully relinquished
after hours of hot, strenuous field work in the solace of her home garden. By finding
that her mothers passion was found in her garden, Walker then promptly concluded,
"Guided by my heritage of a love of beauty and a respect for strength - in search of my
mother's garden, I found my own."
Contrary to how Anzaldua writes, Walker is "less overtly antagonistic" as she
indirectly asks her readers to reach and become aware of some of the great heritages of
our respective ancestors and pioneers; meaning those who went before us and paved
the way for us. Walker seems more optimistic about what history has done and how
she has benefitted from historians such as her mother. Her style is not to unleash
overtly political issues that intentionally cause for uneasiness with her readers. Rather,
she values her history and what its done and writes accordingly. I think the reason
behind Walker's passive yet noteworthy writing is she's not concerned with being
pessimistic about how her culture was treated during slavery and the like. As an
example she focuses on the idea of "contrary instincts." After having read Alice
Walker's piece as mentioned earlier, I believe she means to say that she is experiencing
reactions, or "instincts" if you will, concerning her people that are "contrary" to what
society says she should experience. This is an interior example of how she defines her
"best voice." Walker continually gives examples of black women who were successful,
well known and respected; to name a few, Phyllis Wheatley, Bessie Smith, Aretha
Franklin, Billie Holiday and others. Undoubtedly, the everlasting influence of a
mother's life into the life of her daughter has occurred in Alice Walker's life and that
occurrence alone now affects the way she looks on life and how she shares that outlook
with her readers.
Other authors have showed similar learning and progression through the
intimate studies of others' art and passion. For example, we can look at author John
Berger. Berger would answer the question at hand of how to express one's most
powerful, passionate voice through his "Marxist" interpretation of art and painting.
He declares, "(t)he convention of perspective, centres everything on the eye of the
beholder." His interpretations on art provide a means by which one's innermost
feelings and passions, as has been expressed earlier, can be demonstrated by their art.
As an artist myself, I agree with what Berger is saying. Many times I've had pieces of
artwork on display and as I have eavesdropped on what the viewers think or have to
say about my art, I realize that they are far away from understanding what my initial
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purpose was. No one realistically knows what an artist's intent is, unless the artist can
verbally define and explain on a one-on-one basis what his or her true intentions were.
Similar to the authors we have analyzed, some of my most passionate feelings and
emotions have been expressed in my art. Therefore, supposing I were to personally
answer the Anzaldua question of "how to express my most passionate and best voice" I
would explain it through how and why I do the art I do. My answer will also create
subsequent questions that could help in the understanding of why authors write the
way they do and why they have different motives and intentions.
In analyzing this most intriguing additional question of "why do I do art the
way I do and what does this have to do with writing and authors?" I have learned that
art and writing have a lot in common. Art can be done with a variety of different
mediums, i.e. oils, acrylics, charcoal, colored pencil, and water colors. Writing may not
have as many mediums, but it certainly has as much variety. When I do art, do I oil
paint with the type of freedom and aggressive loudness that Anzaldua demands with
her culture and language? Do I draw using my prismacolor pencils in a vivid, intricate
and perfect manner so that all who see my drawing will know that I'm concerned and
passive about my family just as Walker is with her mother and writing in general? Or
do I feel discouraged and secluded and therefore whip out my dark, thick, deep
charcoal pencils and draw whatever comes out of my mind, offering to an observer the
unlimited imagination that Berger talks about?
For me as an artist, the various types of interior or exterior voices I may be
experiencing are depicted in my art through the different mediums I may choose to
incorporate at the time. Whether it be through oil painting, charcoal drawings, abstract
quilt making or writing fiction, we are surrounded by voices that have power, meaning,
interest and passion. Consequently, authors and artists alike use their respective
mediums, i.e. pieces of art and writings, to powerfully express and define the voice that
screams out from the innermost emotions and feelings of one's heart and soul. The
usage of one's "best voice"is a demonstration of the "need" for the freedom of expression that is available to all who desire it. Because authors like Anzaldua and Walker
have found their "voice," they can finally be heard and the consequences themselves
scream for attention. No longer can readers take the words of an oppressed "Tex-mex"
such as Anzaldua for granted, nor can they ignore the sentimental history of Alice
Walker's heritage and its benefits because they are being heard. They have overcome
the obstacles and now the people are aware of the importance of their messages. Thus
restating the necessity of all authors and artists, people like you and people like me, to
find their "best voice" and have it be heard, respected and understood.
Process Materials
Instructor's (Paul's) Response to Draft
As I said earlier, the theme of "finding one's best voice" leads to a compelling analysis of how and
why artistic expression is so socially, politically and personally important. Most effective is your use of the
Anzaldua quote to introduce the political dimension of the argument. Placing her section first forces your reader
to see why they can't turn away from the questions at hand. Also compelling is your initial characterization of the
question as one of "need" (again, that political dimension comes through; some voices have been silenced, so their
"best voice" is a shout or scream).
Consider elaborating on your description of how Anzaldua "overcomes her own assumed discrimination" (are you trying to explain why her "best voice" is an antagonistic or argumentative one? If so, extend your
analysis of why [because society hasn't listened, etc.]). I'm also not sure that describingWalker as "submissive and
passive" is really accurate. Consider working on your definition of her "best voice" (perhaps simply describing
her as "less" overtly antagonistic than Anzaldua; she doesn't seem "passive" to me). Finally, consider extending
the conclusion by returning to the matter of why artists "need" to find such "voice." Remind the reader of the
social and political consequences that Anzaldua, Walker and you have been talking about (that is, you "scream
out" for freedom of expression, for the right to be heard, for the right to make others aware of your importance).
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Peer Response Sheet
Portfolio # 2 — Conversations
R e a d e r : Rachel W a s d e n

E n g l i s h 2010
of

Consequence
W r i t e r : Josh H o l m g r e n

Reader: Answer the following questions as they apply to the text(s) you are reading. Afterward, use it as a basis
for discussing the issues you'd have the writer address as they prepare their portfolio for submission.
Writer When conferencing with your peer responders, identify and discuss points in the essay where your
intention and the reader's reaction seem at odds. Include these sheets in your portfolio.
Describe what you see as the overall message (or messages) the "formal" essay is trying to
convey. Is there a discernible guiding question or purpose to the essay? That is, to your mind has the
writer adequately addressed (or defined for him or herself) the question(s) posed by the prompt they've
selected to discuss. Do you see h o w the essay relates to the parameters of the Portfolio #2 guidelines?
Are there heuristics or prompts from the "exploratory writing assignments" that y o u ' d suggest the
writer use or re-examine. Consider "answering" this p r o m p t by summarizing the essay intent in a single
paragraph.
"The overall message appears to be about the powerful 'voices' each of us has. It is illustrated by
the particular voices of memorable writers & also makes the point that these 'voices' are expressed in
mediums beyond writing; art for example. Josh's essay also brings the thought to mind that these voices are
not always understood or interpreted in the right way, but fulfill their meaningful purposes on a personal
level for whom that voice is from."
What difficulties do you have in understanding the author's meaning? Referring to specific
sentences or sections, point to areas that could use more development or explanation. What information
or claims confuse you or seem incomplete? Do the connections between claims and examples make
sense? H o w comfortable are you that the writer understands the texts or "voices" s / h e ' s using? (For
example, are there concepts or language y o u ' d like defined more fully?) Does the writer give you
enough information on and explanation of these materials? Do you agree with the "interpretations" of
these texts being put forward? If not, explain w h y (so the writer can perhaps speak to your position
explicitly).
"The 'Anzaldua question' seems to be a pretty important guideline because it is referred to later
in the essay, yet it is a bit vague as to what the true question is. Perhaps Elaborate?
The statement '[Merger's] interpretations on art, though at times shallow and contradictory...'
seems to be a pretty bold statement which demands explanation. It would help to know your reasons for this
perspective to authenticate your further perspectives of his 'voice.'"
What d o you like about the essay? (The claims about the texts u n d e r examination? The
personal arguments put forward? The particular quotes selected?) In your answer, identify and discuss
specific areas of the essay.
"J like the comparisons noted between Anzaldua & Walker. I especially liked the point brought
up about Anzaldua's victory over discrimination due to her 'voice that carries power & volume.' I really
liked Josh's comparisons of the particular art he does to the particular voices of writers."
From your understanding of the author's topic and purpose and the texts being used to
examine, explain or interrogate the issue, d o you see other questions or perspectives s / h e ought to
consider. Are there other ideas or quotes from those texts that y o u ' d include? (If so, identify them and
explain w h y y o u ' d have the writer use them). Are there other authors from our textbook that the writer
ought to consider including in their essay?
"/ think that the introduction is perhaps too descriptive in a sense by telling what is going to be in
the essay. Maybe create a more subtle introduction, instead of saying 'what I am going to do or what is
going to be discussed,' etc."
Assess the effectiveness of the writer's "Conclusion." What's its purpose? ( To call us to
action? To get us to change our thinking on a particular topic?) Do you feel that the ending reiterates or
reminds you of the most crucial or compelling ideas? Does it rely too heavily on generalizations or
cliches? What would you say at the end? Consider answering this prompt by writing your own ending
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"Waiting for the Mail"
By Melody Gordon, Angela Jepperson, Monique Lanier, Misty Samuels
Introduction
We sought each other out because of mutual respect based on perceived
intelligence and abilities to discuss, debate and enlighten. Our diverse backgrounds,
camouflaged by the fact that we are all outspoken women, created an even more
interesting prism of insight on what first impression seemed to reek of Nazi-feminism,
but in fact issues of androgyny and humanism took precedence over the polarities of
sexing.
As a group, we are not homogenous. We do not stand behind each other as
echoes, but face each other as canvas. Some of us found the concerns of feminism to
forfeit self-responsibility. And then some of us used it as a catalyst for voice and action.
Ultimately we seek to make peace with both.
Our purpose was to work within the collective while keeping our respective
voices clear, separate and resonant. We each chose quotes from the textbook that in
some way inspired us. We have used these quotes as vehicles for discussion and to
draw out the written voice. It is therefore important that readers first encounter these
quotes and understand his or her personal articulation with them before reading our
pieces.

make sure we are a good and just people, tends to creep me out. How dare someone
say that I need to be monitored, in order to become a good person, how dare someone
say that I need to be monitored in order to find my right path in life . . . maybe I want to
scrape windshields for a living. The point is when we give up our right to free will, I
feel that it will be close to being the end of mankind, no man or woman wants to live
his or her life in the constant directions of another human being. As I write this the
realization that we are all wanting to be monitored in one way or another has just hit
me, be it by the church, by the government or by each other, we as a people tend to not
want to take responsibility for our own lives. Somewhere along the line we want
someone else to bear the burden of our decisions. We are in constant moral conflict
within ourselves, should I do this or should I not, when I do this I feel good but well
someone else does not, should I do it? To be completely responsible for our actions
would be a tremendous job, after all that would mean we have to think with our whole
brain, not just the piece we know how to use.
Panopticism would and could work, were it not for the few people who prefer
to use their whole brains. It was suggested to me that if we trained a whole section of
people to take care of the environment and that their sole purpose in life would be to
manage the ecology of our earth, the Panopticism could work. And that in that manner
we could utilize the Foucauldian system and also save our earth, so why would this not
work with everyone? Well there will always be that single cell in the brain trying to
grow into something unique and wonderful, so somewhere along the line the process
would fail.

"For Waging War Is My Cosmic Duty; The Loss of the Balanced Oppositions and the Change to Male
Dominance"
—Gloria Anzaldua
"Many of these assumptions no longer accord with the world as it is. {The world as it is more than pure
objective fact, it includes consciousness.} Out of true with the present, these assumptions obscure the
past. They mystify rather than clarify. The past is never there waiting to be discovered, to be recognized
for exactly what it is. History always constitutes the relation between a present and a past."
—John Berger
"Why should we lose our voices just to be heard?"
— Melody Gordon
"He who is subjected to a field of visibility, and who knows it, assumes responsibility for the constraints
of power; he makes them play spontaneously upon himself: he inscribes in himself the power relation in
which he simultaneously plays both roles; he becomes the principle of his own subjection."
— Michael Foucault
"We seem to be special women here, we have liked to think of ourselves as special and we have known
that men would tolerate, even romanticize us as special, as long as our words and actions didn't threaten
their privilege of tolerating or rejecting us and our work according to their ideas of what a special woman
ought to be. An important insight of the radical women's movement has been how divisive and how
ultimately destructive is the myth of the special woman, who is also the token woman."
— Adrienne Rich

My gosh Foucault is a mouthful of thought, it is an accurate thought but it is
way too complicated. I see this statement as the hard way of saying "Hey take care of
yourself so I can take care of myself."
Human beings are well suited to self-regulation, we are receptive to many
suggestions. Suggestions like, warning, stop, beware and forbidden. Some are vocal
and some are written but most are subliminal. The concept of someone watching us to
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We seem to be special women here, we have liked to think of ourselves as
special, and we have known that men would tolerate, even romanticize us as special,
blah blah b l a h . . . Every woman on this earth does not look to a man for guidance. The
statement that we are special, brings to mind an incomplete human being, why do we
need to be special? Can we not just be what we are and leave it at that?
I live in an age where women are as free as their imaginations, yet I see
millions of women tending to their lives as if this was the middle ages, still putting
themselves in the position of a submissive frail, human being. I think Panopticism is at
work and doing well even today, only we are all too busy to notice it. To explain the
last statement would be a long tedious chore, lets just say that we are all trained in the
arenas of our lives to do certain things such as cook, put makeup on, pick up bugs, be
strong, be weak. We are trained to listen, to follow instructions and so on. We could
blame it on the media, but it just reinforces the ideals that most people tend to see as the
right ways to live their lives. There is no free choice if you are always looking to seek
approval from another. We limit ourselves with other people's opinions, we edit our
words and emotions when we think that they might not be what is of the normal genre,
"I seek approval of my thoughts I must have your opinion my own is not good enough,
please validate my thoughts." With freedom of choice your words flow and you can
express yourself and communicate what it is that motivates you to write. The assumption that a man would not tolerate what I am doing is absurd, I do not even understand
why anyone would care if another person could tolerate them or not. When we master
ourselves then we can master others, so far no fear of that happening.
All people have gifts and some share them and some do not, male, female it
does not matter . . . there are plenty of males wasting their gifts by working hard to feed
their families. If they postpone their dreams and ambitions, then they can focus on the

task at hand. Another day can always be used to pursue them, or they can just give
their dreams up, it is always up to them. The concept of sacrifice is also a strange one,
why do we play into that game? You always have a choice in life, it is just up to you to
make the choice that fits into your life at the time being, it is up to you to make the right
one if you can. The struggle for women to find themselves is a great one, but we as
women must watch out not to fall into the same traps that have befallen men, this is
time that could be spent on ourselves growing and expanding our abilities.
For "waging war is my cosmic duty the loss of the balanced oppositions and
the change to male dominance" . .. This statement had the power to unbalance the
power that women and men both shared, the reason for the statement was fear. To fear
women must be a hard thing for a man to do, so when they hold power over us it is
because they are weak and afraid that we might be just like them, what do they think
we will do if given free reigns in our lives? The balance we seek is there for us to utilize,
but we refuse to acknowledge it, Panopticism rears its ugly head once more. To truly
think for yourself without constraints, the need to cleanse the brain of many years of
training is a necessity. When we realize that we are all here for the same reason, To
Live to Learn and to Love, then maybe we can learn to think for ourselves and no
longer have a need to be trained and monitored or beholden to the world.
The ability to communicate is a rare and special gift, not all people can do it,
unless they are trained, hmmmmm . . . Panopticism is sounding better and better here.
When a woman writes about a male subject (another absurd concept) does she lose
credibility in her words? I really do not think so. We tend to view everyone as an
enemy if they are of a different opinion than ourselves. If the knowledge is there and is
usable by the reader, I do not think even a man would disregard it. The anger that is
attached to our perception of another voice be it male or female is just that, anger and
useless, is it really anger or is it displaced resentment? We need to dip our voices no
matter what the subject and we need to make what we say as accurate and honest as
we can make it. This gives our words credibility and a sound forum for our readers to
comprehend. So the argument of androgynous voice is a moot subject. We need to be
heard as individuals, as men and as women. A man's perspective on life and a
woman's perspective on life are so different, but when combined they are the whole
perspective.
Our philosophies differ our thoughts are unique yet somewhat the same, the
differences are slight, and the one thing that binds us together in thought is the emotion
that flows within all of us. If I am having a struggle within myself, all around me will
feel it and hear it. It does not matter than I am female or male my ability to communicate is a strong force and somehow it will be expressed.

My Bio
To understand where many of my ideas originate, it would be beneficial to
know my background. I was the second child in a family of four, my parents were
average people in a not-so-average world. They both tried to give all of their children
the best of themselves, though my mother fell a little short of that goal, she tried
nonetheless. My father on the other hand gave me more insight into life than I could
imagine. He was a thinker and a talker, life was his school room till the day he died.
He used to tell me that when I stopped learning I would not need to stay alive. As his
only female child he was allowed to know, I was taught by him all the things my
brothers had the privilege of learning. He was a Feminist and an advocate for many
causes, including the cause of men. I learned to trust my own thoughts and to be open
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and learn as much as possible. His writings were bitter and enlightening, and they
inspired many who read them, to be honest with themselves. His blunt in-your-face
honesty made it easy to relate to him, and his messages were clear and down to earth.
So I owe most of my openness and ambition from him.
Now my mother was a whole other story; she was closed minded and critical
about life. She did like to learn, but only on her terms and only if she was totally
interested. She didn't believe that what she learned should be utilized in the world, she
looked at it as a pastime, a hobby, she retained very little of what she learned. Such a
waste of grey matter, she truly believed that women could not and should not be smart.
Fortunately I learned to have some pity for my mother and find stronger female role
models to look up to. I have been blessed with the presence of many intelligent and
articulate women in my life, women who had no problem expressing themselves and
women who had a drive to be understood. Having few relatives and little resources
has helped me reach out to other people. The people I admired most were the ones that
gave of themselves without restraint, from that freedom I learned to shape my life and
thoughts. From these things I have become an open minded, free thinking 44-year-old
woman. I have come full circle and want to give back some of what I have received.

"It is My Cosmic D u t y . . . "
It is my cosmic duty to wage war.
I think all of this is reason hunting . . . philosophy and theology. Looking for
grooves that don't scrape too often. Psychic cosmetic surgery . . . vengeance and
condolences and communion. The loss of mannered grace . . . atrophy of etiquette . . .
crumbling like the Judge or Rich or Anzaldua. Naming dolls and spirits and pets.
Taking one's birth name and coloring in the vowels and open spaces . .. speaking with
accents . .. censoring sleeping dreams and ziplocking waking ones. Battles behind the
back . . . troops of trophies . . . starch and power badges and guns hidden in the shape
of hands. Flashes, flickers, sucking, absence. Two for me, one for you . . . polls and
statistics . . . rummaging book stores to find another who had already said it and you
feel solid for a moment, and you tell your mother or your lover that you have boundaries and dirt lines and that you are reasonably real. .. you're here because you heard
your name. They don't say it right. They don't say it with the right inflections, they say
it like algebra. But it's better than never hearing your name at all.
Here, whisps come to you . . . cat tails and thoughts . . . altered eves . . . option
swatches . . . does this go with this? . . . clashing plaid underwear . . . manicured
gestures . . . first impressions that arrive later to announce who you are . . . elongated
bribery, oral confirmation . . . snipping off unsightly threads . . . and back home again to
where you'll hurt the ones you love the most.
Grooming flesh and fibers . . . mint breath for lack of honey, for lack of
sweetness, for lack of continuity, for brittle bones. First, pretty . . . then, truth . . . after
truth twists regret, swarming hives between ribs . . . and hoping your name will settle
deep in your ears. Wondering if you missed it when you were honking, or kissing, or
watching the weather. And then thinking that you must have been adopted.
My Bio
I was born on April 30,1968 in Ogden, Utah. My parents were young and
rushed into wedlock because of me. After sticking around for five years —also because

of me — my father left and started another family. My mother turned about face to find
her solace in Pentecostal religions and Jesus. She still finds comfort there.
I was raised an only child and spent a lot of time alone while my mother
worked. I went to at least four different elementary schools, two of them being private
Christian schools, and three different High Schools. I studied acting at the University of
Utah for three years and then left to do television work in Los Angeles. While there, I
became pregnant and returned to Utah. I had a three pound baby girl with severe
internal birth defects and spent the next five years at her side in the hospital.
I have never married. I am straight. I am white. I have returned to school to
study nursing now that my daughter is well.
"I Believe this to B e . . . "
I believe this to be the difference between the group of women that will be
heard and the rest of the passive world we choose not to dwell in. Apathy has not been
allowed to enter our vocabulary for reasons we have pondered. We may not understand each other completely, however, we have not walked a mile in each others shoes.
One thing we do possess is the dignity and respect for ourselves where we can accept
each other with open arms.
It is this possession that creates a responsibility to be human. It is only my
responsibility to create this for myself. I haven't the ability to create this for others. I
can only pray and hope that the humans I share this world with can develop the
mechanics of survival I have gratefully been exposed to. It is also my responsibility to
help perpetuate the lessons that have been beneficial instead of detrimental. This is not
a universal thought. I have been blessed with this along with the other writers.
Obstacles are not allowed to be excuses, they are only stepping stones in my ever
changing path. By no means am I a martyr, activist or feminist. I am a human " . . .
come with a special duty because I have been given arrows and shields, for waging war
is my duty . . . for here I shall unite all the different peoples." Again, I have been blessed
by being armed with these arrows and shields that help with my ever pressing progression of being human. However, these arrows and shields don't make any promises of
victory or even success in my battles. Although, they do make the promise, regardless
of adequacy, that I've got a chance of survival, a fighting chance. It is my armament I
have been provided and been gifted with that enables me to choose my battles and
strategy. My arrows and shields are not violent. They are content, loving, witty, loyal,
understanding with a hint of scepticism, a hair of cynicism and a slew of attitude.
Every attribute is a manifestation of my expeditions and battles, be they victorious or of
defeat.
My togetherness is very susceptible to damage by these battles. It is welcomed, a choice of battle. This destruction helps in solidifying the structure of my
foundation. It breaks it down and apart and forces me to reevaluate and replace the
pieces of my self, me being that much tighter, solid. Building from ruble allows the
relearning and knowledge of each piece and the placing of it in its appropriate place.
The tedious process is that of both accumulation and elimination. Those that help
create or influence me are greatly appreciated. My appreciation is sexless, colorless,
genderless. Building my foundation allows me to 'unite all the different peoples' within
my being.
This reconstruction process is a conscious choice that has earned priority. I
may not necessarily choose these battles yet I have a choice of how I will fight, or how I
will face the subjection of these battles and the warriors in the same struggle. This

allows for my self or my being to have a leverage over the consequences that will follow
the actions of my voluntary or involuntary subjection creating freedom for myself.
Freedom and independence were drilled in my being as much as my gender was. I am
grateful that I had little choice in the matter. I was raised by a spitfire of a woman,
strong as an ox and braver than anybody I have yet to encounter. She was raised in a
guilt-ridden environment with promises of living happily every after. When those
promises of eternity were taken away by an accidental shot of a .22 she made a subconscious promise. She promised her unborn daughter, whom she knew the moment she
conceived immediately, to never sugar coat, falsify or lie to for the sake of 'protecting.'
She knew it was imperative to create a self-respected, self-willed, spiritual, motivated,
loving human who through it all can withstand even the greatest battles. Because she
knew, she knew that what I could face in my future. She was considerate enough to
arm and teach me the skills not only to survive but get along happily. She was the
primary provider for my arrows and shields along with the most destructive wrecking
ball. The strategies provided for me, by her, entitled me to a confidence I can only hope
most humans have a fraction of. This confidence allowed me to draw my pilgrim in the
second grade with her eyes closed, praying. That's what I knew, pilgrims-thanksgiving-praying. Small battle with Mrs. Shenck, she wanted the eyes open. Needless to say
the eyes stayed closed, I knew I was destined. This confidence has also allowed me to
achieve home ownership independently at 19. It also allowed me to deal objectively,
positively and absolutely independently when posed with the choice of having heart
surgery at 21. My heart condition was congenital, however this obstacle helped solidify
the self assurance and confidence I have earned. I assume the responsibility for the
events that occur. I may not be in control of these events but am in control of my self,
my situation and my ambition.
"My War Wages Within"
My war wages within. It changes directions in a continual refocusing of lens
and sharpening of the blade. I wage my war to regain the territory within me, my own
thoughts. The territories I have conceded to the world of others' views, of childhood
fears and adult realities. The casualties of "should" and "should not" are strewn on a
tumultuous cerebral battlefield. "What do they want from me?" "Did I do that right?"
"Could I have said this instead?" These are the challenges confronting me.
The war is to gain strength, to defend, to withstand these attacks of insecurity.
The war is to be heard. The war is to be understood. In war there are casualties,
concessions and losses. In understanding there must be also casualties in order to gain
territory. Conceding to the past, letting go of my walls of ignorance, means I must
surrender that which is revered but that which is also wrong. Allowing new ideas to
occupy and invade, deciding which is resident and which is alien. And if that matters.
These are agreeable concessions, these are treaties. Losing voice is not.
Losing voice is letting go of your own control. It is different than learning new
ways. It is giving up personal choice. It is selling your soul, the ultimate sin. I cannot
think genderless, colorless and androgynous. I would be devoid of my passions; I
would be devoid of me. If I were to lose these things I would lose me. When we strip
ourselves of that which creates us (e.g., race, sex, and beliefs) we have surrendered to
whatever flag confronts us. I celebrate diversity within others and me. I find people
colorless prisons. And the crime was not acting themselves; women and men, pushing
away from the very thing which make us human. I say men because I don't think this
is simply a women's issue. This is a human issue. Acting in this way or that way in

order to please, we lose that which is part of us in the process, ironically, we lose
ourselves in hopes we may be heard. I don't believe we should lose anything to be
heard. The straight truth of the matter is that those who will listen will hear, those who
are looking will see. This is trite and cliched —and hue. People, all of us, are so strange
and so complicated, collectively and individually and that is our appeal, our humanity.
How often I have let myself be the 'special woman?' I am the one that colors
within the lines. The lines drawn by someone else. The lines that make me acceptable,
even tolerable. To please, to act in a certain manner, to renegotiate my feelings according to what is prescribed, these are the things I battle. And I become reactionary, not
"actionary," deciding later whether I was able to say what I wanted, what I felt, what I
think. Some days these are the 'red flag' enemies, glaring boldly at my life. Enemies
that are chipping away my resolve and self-esteem, enemies that strip me of my
individuality. And then there are times that the battle is more covert. Subtle, the enemy
sneaks under my radar. There is a safety that lies within the lines. The ease of the way
and the net of conformity can lull me into stillness. And I think of willingly relinquishing voice.
What power holds me in place? What gravity pulls me and suspends me in
mid-thought. I am a world of subjection and battles. Fighting and retreating, with
armies of thought. The ideas I give power restrain and allow freedom. Power is in the
submission as well as in resistance. By allowing myself the role of "special woman" or
"token woman" I subject myself to categorization and let somebody else define me, my
status. And then I believe that to be me and I take the power role. I am my own
oppressor. And I am the only one with the ability to free myself. Anyone who enters
into my territory, male or female, has the power I give them, the privileges of my
subjection or of my submission.
I ultimately choose to fight, to surrender, to sustain, I alone choose. Each of
the four women writers of this portfolio has fought battles to be here and be heard.
Maybe this is what we have recognized in each other, the strength of one. When a
woman has fought for voice, she is insecure and tired and tough. The longer she fights
however, the more she molds her own road, her soul. Losing the insecurity, she gains
strength, she is no longer tough but strong. The more strength she uses within herself,
she realizes her needs, and her wants, her desires. When she was tough, these were
weaknesses. When she is strong, these are the blessings. Wisdom is the ultimate
victory. Wisdom to know the difference between what is real and what is perceived.
Wisdom to know that allies are few and to be heard is different than understood.
Wisdom to know that right is not always good, kind is not always helpful and that war
is not always bad.
This is my war, changing directions in a continual refocusing of lens. I cannot
change the world or the perceptions of sex and diversity. I can change me. This is all.
Women are called minorities. We are not. I don't say that lightly or naively. I don't
believe that people in general will ever get away from prejudices, or objectification of
any kind. People will believe whatever is easy and convenient and acceptable. I don't
say this as a cynic. There will always be light as well as darkness. I say this as a human
being full of my own biases. There will always be differences and strangers. This
knowledge does not stifle me or frighten me any longer. It frees me to move out of my
own dimensions and create new ones, continually. It frees me to face the enemy and
understand the battle. The battle I am fighting to be heard. It belongs only to us, to me,
to change my reality. My life is in my hands, no matter who focused the lens.
My Bio
I was born on a Friday night in December. I am a woman, I am also a daughter, sister, niece, an aunt and granddaughter. I am American. I am a lady. I am a soul
of faith and religious beliefs. I am single. I am 27. And I am an idealist.
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Appendix
Course Syllabi, Assignments and Heuristics
English 1010
Salt Lake Community College, Spring 1999
David Susman, Assistant Professor

[Conventional textbooks describe a sequence in which you "get" your idea...and then
write it up. But nobody writes this way —not even the authors of conventional textbooks...
(Cjomposing is itself a process of discovery and interpretation, of naming and stating, of
seeing relationships and making meanings.
— Ann E. Berthoff, teacher and educational theorist
How can I tell what I think till I see what I've said?
— E.M. Forster, novelist
Psychologically our thought—apart from its expression in words —is only a shapeless and
indistinct mass...Without language, thought is a vague, uncharted nebula. There are no pre-existing ideas, and
nothing is distinct before the appearance of language.
— Ferdinand deSaussure, linguist

Course Overview
English 1010 serves as an introduction to college-level writing. More accurately, this is a reading-ivriting-thinking
course, which means that the emphasis here is on using literacy skills as a thinking process. That may be a departure from what
you're used to. If English classes evoke for you memories of grammar and spelling exercises, and formulaic essays about your
summer vacation, then this course will be a new experience for you. The premise of this course is that reading and writing are
more than just handy ways to communicate; they're vital tools for thinking through issues. Whereas in the past many of us were
trained to consider writing as separate from thinking (i.e., first you think, then you "set your thoughts on paper"), I will now ask
you to use composition as a thought-generating process, a thinking mechanism in itself.
Bearing that in mind, you should be prepared to use this class as a place to confront and investigate issues that are
meaningful to you. This will be a place to wrestle with ideas and ideologies, not just "write well" about topics that you may or
may not care about. To that end, the course text offers a particular analytical methodology—a way of examining the world
around us—called "semiotics," which we'll address in depth during class.
The other course goal is to help you gain awareness and control over your own writing process. In other words, we'll
focus on some of the specific techniques and strategies that contribute to critical reading and writing: annotation, pre-writing,
revision, peer review, and others. The belief here is that writing—especially good writing—doesn't just happen; it's crafted through
a deliberate and rigorous process. It is my hope that by the end of the course, you will have made progress toward your own sense
of writership, your own process for creating, organizing, and presenting knowledge.

Course Conten^Major Themes
The course will be divided into three themes or units, each involving a certain amount of reading and discussion,
and each culminating with a formal paper. All themes are rooted in popular culture, on the theory that people do their best
thinking and writing when the topic at hand is both interesting and relevant. I have tried to arrange the units in such a way that
we can start with the basics of critical analysis and progressively build on our skills.
Unit One:

Brought to You B(u)y: The Signs of Advertising
This is a good place to learn the basics of semiotics, and to address some of the fundamental principles
of composition and critical analysis.
Unit Two:

Larger Than Life: The Mythic Characters of American Culture
In this unit, I will ask you to continue to examine American culture by interpreting its famous and
notorious figures. We will also build on our skills by adding a research component to the formal essay.
Unit Three: Gender, Race, and Politics: Going from Analysis to Social Argument
Using the social issue of your choice, you will be required to build an argumentative paper that utilizes
your full analytical and research skills.

Course Methodology: Discussion and Collaboration
Every course has a methodology, a way of approaching the practices of learning and teaching. Some courses, for
example, are based on lecture. Others are labs. This course will be built on discussion and collaborative activities such as peer
workshops. Thus, I will expect you to be active rather than passive in this class. Be prepared to share your ideas, to ask lots of
questions, to show your writing to others, and to contribute constructive criticism toward the course itself.
This means that you have some extra responsibility in this class —for example, making discussions work. It also
means that you have an opportunity to influence the direction and tone of the class, to help forge whatever kind of learning
environment you think will be beneficial-
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English 2010
Salt Lake Community College, Spring 1999
Paul Almonte, Assistant Professor
Course Description
English 2010 extends the inquiry undertaken in English 1010, working from the same premise: that there are
important intersections among the literate practices of our daily activities, the academic environment you've chosen to enter
(both as a whole and within disciplines), and the socio-political conditions that inform our lives. Therefore, many of the goals of
English 2010 are continuous with those of English 1010: as a student enrolled in English 2010, you will read critically and
responsively; will practice writing and revising in a context that aims for more rhetorical sensitivity; will read, write, and learn
independently and collaboratively (in both self-directed and peer-directed contexts); and will practice explanatory and analytic
writing. You will also work to increase your fluency with public, dialogic writing, especially such writing that works in practical
ways —writing that aims to have an effect on the world.
Since English 2010, like English 1010, is a writing course with a cultural studies approach, you will also continue to
look critically at the ways that important discourses in our society are constructed; at the ways that ideologies affect not only the
ideas that gain currency in public debate, but also affect the possible outcomes of such debates; at which people are or are not
allowed into these conversations; at the ways that public discourse shapes our social identities and political agency; and at the
ways that you might participate—in consequential ways —as a reader of and writer in public dialogues. The course invites you to
write, to read, to think critically, to judge the larger historical and cultural contexts of your own and others' ideas, and to test and
revise your own ideas as you work to make more powerful, more sound, more considered, and more effective public statements
of your own.
Course Goals & Practice
The following represent the English Department's goals for English 2010:
Students will be able to:
* problematize the rhetorical situation by deepening their awareness of the historical and cultural contexts of writing.
* understand how our acts of reading (our interpretations) might already be made for us; and how reading can be a more
studied practice of negotiation.
* understand texts at their discursive level, which means examining where texts come from, how and why they are produced,
who they reach, what their effects are, and the acts of reading that compose the ongoing meanings of texts (of ideas) in society.
* use this understanding of how writing is produced, selected, organized, and distributed (who gets to say what and why) to
interrogate the belief systems and power structures that "control" such writing.
* view their own writing as public participation that may offer affirmation of announced public views, as well as resistance to
powerful cultural ideologies.
Ways of Reading
The course and its text pose a different version of reading than you're probably accustomed to. David Bartholomae
and Anthony Petrosky, the editors of our text, see reading not simply as passive or receptive; rather, they pose a model of reading
that is also "writerly": a productive, active, a "meaning-making" endeavor on the part of the reader. They say: "When we chose
the essays and stories, we were looking for 'readable' texts—that is, texts that leave some work for a reader to do. We wanted
selections that invite [us] to be active, critical readers, that present powerful readings of common experience, that open up the
familiar world and make it puzzling, rich, and problematic. We wanted to chose selections that invite [us]... to take responsibility
for [our] acts of interpretation" (vi). They argue that "successful reading is not just a matter of'getting' an essay the first time . . .
We can go back to a text; we don't have to remember it—in fact, we've learned to mark up a text to ease that re-entry . . . In a
very real sense, you can't begin to feel the power a reader has until you realize the problems, until you realize that no one 'gets'
Clifford Geertz or Adrienne Rich or Susan Griffin or John Edgar Wideman all at once. You work on what you read, and then
what you have at the end is something that is yours, something you made..." (vi-vii).
The discipline of writing studies has conceived of reading and writing as interrelated; we have noticed that the
questions readings pose for us can turn out to be one of the crucial tools for discovery as a writer. Often readings —the texts
themselves, but more immediately and importantly, the readings we make of them —will pose a problem, render something we
have seen as commonplace more puzzling and complex. Such problematic moments are the beginnings of writing.
In this course, we will all read several texts together. Like Bartholomae and Petrosky, I believe that you "are
experts" and can "speak alongside of'or "speak back to" professional scholars and writers like Stephen Greenblatt or Alice
Walker. I, too, am "comfortable" in "turning these essays over to you" to inscribe your voices upon the social and political
lanscape. Thus, you will also have the opportunity to choose your own readings, both from our textbook and from your own
discoveries through research, throughout the course.
I'd like, in our reading, to foreground the activities of writers; to examine: what writers do to make meaning; what
methods they use to find out about people using language in specific circumstances; what cultural ideas particular writers
critique and what ideas they affirm; what questions they raise and what questions they fail to ask. I'd like, in reading this way
together and independently, to invite you at every turn to voice your opinion (in response to the writers we'll study; in
conversation or argument with one another; and out of the societal problems that the readings and class discussions raise for
you), and write public, practical, angry, conciliatory —that is, REAL—statements made in and for circumstances that matter to
you.
Portfolio O n e - Reading Into Writing
Readings:
John Berger, Ways of Seeing
Joan Didion, Sentimental journeys
Clifford Geertz, Deep Play: Notes on the Balinese Cockfight
Mary Louise Pratt, Arts of the Contact Zone
Jane Tompkins, "Indians": Textualism, Morality, and the Problem of History
This portfolio takes as its explicit subject the accounts of reading that you have encountered in school and
elsewhere. The series of exploratory and more formal writing assignments invite you to examine those accounts and practices.
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Consider these questions: does the reading you do or have done—in school, in this class, in the "literate practices of your
everyday life" —help you write, enable you to enter into public discussion? Or do these accounts and experiences make it harder
for you to write in ways that matter to you?
The first exploratory writing assignment, "Accounting for Reading" asks you to select from the various accounts
of reading you've experienced —in school, at home, in other institutional and academic contexts, through the semiotic (sign)
analyses of culture you might have done in English 1010, and so on—in order to consider it as an object of reflection and analysis.
In this exploratory piece, you will narrate, list, chart—or work in some other appropriate fashion that you decide upon —to write
about one or more version of reading that you've encountered. One approach might involve describing how you read —
understood or felt lost in, or otherwise engaged with —one or more of the first texts we've discussed.
The second exploratory writing assignment, "The Stakes for Reading," asks you to move beyond these initial
considerations, in order to think about the complex discourse world in which reading operates, and the effects that world has
upon you as a writer. How much agency or enfranchisment do you feel within that world (the sphere of public discourse that
others—like politicians, professors, reporters —seem so comfortable working within)? This writing can, like the first, take
whatever form feels appropriate to entertain these questions or others that occur to you relating to the stakes for reading.
The formal assignment, the invitation to write, "Practical Reading as Public Writing," asks you to write some kind
of public or practical document that in some way explains reading as it figures into a social instititutional context that affects
you. Again, such contexts might include institutions such as school —this one or others—work, church, home, govenment, news
media, and so forth. You will choose a specific site where some account of reading (of interpretation) has had some practical
consequence for you, and will write in or to that site. Your writing should draw upon the critical analysis we've done in class
and you've done on your own, although the uses you make of this knowledge will be up to you as a writer. One important goal
for you as you write this paper is to think about the practical consequences of the kinds of reading you do, the ways you go about
doing it, and the uses you make of your reading, all in a social context that may encourage (you to recommend) a particular way
of reading over others. Such reflectiveness should help as you frame a piece of writing that has public aims (persuasion, perhaps,
or critique), potentials, and consequences.
Portfolio Two—Participating in Conversations of Consequence
Readings:
Gloria Anzaldua, Entering into the Serpent & How to Tame a Wild Tongue
Alice Walker, In Search of Our Mothers' Gardens
John Edgar Wideman, Our Time
Patricia Williams, 'And We Are Not Married:' A Journal of Musings upon Legal Language and the Ideology of Style
This portfolio asks you to conceive of public discussions as complex dialogues in which you can take part. To say
this, however, means that we as writers need to think about the specific and uncertain qualities of public conversations. A
Russian writer, Mikhail Bakhtin, contrasts monologic and dialogic discourse with what he called "heteroglossia" — literally,
different tongues, but we might more usefully think of it as different voices. We might think of public discourse as consisting of
competing voices that make demands upon our attention. Participating in such discourse means also being aware of which
voices are more likely to draw attention and assent; which are less likely to do so; and why. We also need to understand why
certain arguments persist; how they came to our "public" attention in the first place; what social and cultural mechanisms—like
politics, class, race or gender—admit or censor mainstream or marginal voices; and so forth. Analyzing discourse in this fashion
is a complicated enterprise, but necessary for writers aiming to make their own statements that matter.
In the first exploratory writing assignment, "Dialogism," you will consider the ways that writers respond to one
another in two or three texts of your own choosing. You could choose written, published texts (those we've studied in class), or
you could choose popular ones, like movies, advertisements, and the like. You should think about the ways that writers work
actively to shape these dialogues: by writing in argument with another text, with some (explicit or implicit) cultural assumption;
by interpreting such texts or ideas in a new or different way.
In the second exploratory writing assignment, "Consequential Dialogues," you will think reflectively about your
own life and your experience within institutions as a rich site for ongoing discussion. In some format appropriate for your aims,
you should consider the following questions: What are the crucial conversations, debates and issues within the scope of your
experience of site or topic you've selected? How do you or don't you participate in them? What means do you have to enter
them? Where are you "authorized" —or not—to speak or write within these dialogues? How do you draw upon your knowledge
of relevant "texts" (documents, cliched phrases, words or definitions, etc.) to permit more or less authoritative speech or writing?
In the portfolio's invitation to write, "Practical Dialogues," you should chose a site within your experience that
matters to you, and write in a thoughtfully positioned and considered way within an ongoing discussion that occurs there. Your
writing can take any form that is appropriate to the site and context (think of the purposes behind Anzaldua's "ideology of style"
here). You should draw heavily upon the knowledge you have of the kinds of texts (and the words and examples used therein)
people write within that context. This knowledge should help you make effective choices about the language you use, the
audience you construct, and the assumptions you make about the people to whom you write.
Portfolio Three-Writing Where It Counts
Readings:
Michel Foucault, Panopticism
Paulo Freire, Vie 'Banking' Concept of Education
Susan Griffin, Our Secret
Richard Rodriquez, Vie Achievement of Desire
This last portfolio invites you to marshal! your knowledge and expertise as writers and students of rhetoric to
develop a collaborative research and writing project, in which you will frame a writing situation that is of consequence and
signficance to you and your peers; develop a rationale and a protocol for doing focused research upon the writing situation; and
propose and carry out a practical piece of writing. Ideally, the work of this portfolio should feel like a culmination to the course:
you should be able to integrate and put to practical use what you know about writing, reading, and your abilities to do both as
social agents.
The first exploratory writing assignment, "Potent Sites," asks you to work collaboratively with one or more of your
peers to generate possible sites within institutions, or within your own cultural circumstances, for practical examination and
writing. You should delineate in some way what you see as your own interests in choosing one or another site for further
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research and writing. You should also try to articulate what you already know about the site—wht kinds of texts are used there,
what kinds of ideas and "values" circulate there, what you know about people and relationships, what you know about how
language works there, and so forth.
The second exploratory writing assignment, "Practical Research," asks you to develop a rationale for your
research. Research for the project might entail more focused reading (from other essays within our textbook, from outside
materials); it might require interviews or observation within the site; it might suggest analysis of site-specific documents —any or
all of these are possible, and other methods might suggest themselves. This exploratory piece should also permit you to
problematize your own research plan: what are likely to be the limits of the research, both in terms of time and in terms of your
own expertise? How can you begin to account for and allow for those limitations as you point toward writing the final paper
(will your writing style or tone or perspective be more provisional —and less argumentative—in nature)?
In the final invitation to write, "Writing as Potential Social Action," you should write as you yourself have
developed and proposed the project. The collaborative aspect of the project may extend to the actual writing of the piece, or may
end at the research phase,, but you should nonetheless retain a significant investment in the drafting and revising of your peers'
work. One effect this paper might have for you is a thoughtful account of the means and usefulness of peer review.

prevents your doing so.
* Think about your social world: family, work, school, community, church, public organizations. Where are there
different perspectives, competing constructions, arguments, or values at play? How is your issue impacted by these contexts?
* Who seem to be the most authoritative speakers or writers in the dialogues you're considering? Why? Where does
their authority come from?
* Why do you want to enter this conversation? What's at stake for you? As an individual? As a member of an
identifiable group involved in this context? What authority do you have? (from experience or study, what kind of "credential"
about yourself do you want to promote; i.e. "as someone who has lived in this area, I can speak to...")
* How have you participated in these conversations or debates? What are some of the ways in which you might
enter the debate (i.e. a "letter to the newspaper," speaking up in class, researching a n d / o r providing "new" —or heretofore
ignored —information [think of Pratt's Guaman Poma example, here])
* What t e x t s - t h e Bible, say; the Constitution; the class textbook-seem to be most relevant or important to these
dialogues? How do you draw upon your knowledge of those texts to participate in the dialogue?

English 2010
Portfolio Two — Conversations of Consequence
Some Further Guidelines & Suggestions

Exploratory Writing (#3) for The "Formal Essay" — Practical Dialogues
By now, you should have settled upon a site within your own experience or issue of interest, found several texts that
are significant and relevant to the matter, and are now preparing to write within that site. The following questions should help
you frame your own position and choose an appropriate form for the site and context.
* Where and how do you position yourself in this dialogue? Do you see yourself as aligned with some or another of
the positions? Opposed to someone? Presenting an alternate or mediating view? A reinterpreter of significant data? What else?
* Within this dialogue, to whom would you most like to speak or write? (i.e. that "racist" anthropologist?) In what
ways could that writing or speaking be done? What forms could it take? Would you write a memo? Do a study or report? Take
a survey? Write a poem? A Letter to the Editor? A Gospel? A Manifesto?
* How do you imagine the participants in the dialogue would answer you? What would you say to their response?

The Formal Essay
As noted in the syllabus, the formal essay of this second portfolio asks you to more explicitly identify, include and
interrogate a variety of "different voices" in some public conversation or dialogue you want to speak to. You should chose a site
within your experience a n d / o r reading that matters to you, and write in a thoughtfully positioned way within an ongoing
discussion occurring there. Your writing can take any form that is appropriate to the site and context (think of the purposes and
intent behind Williams' and Anzaldua's "ideology of style" here). You should draw heavily upon the knowledge you have of the
kinds of texts (and words and examples used therein) people write within that context. This knowledge should help you make
effective choices about the language you use, the audience you construct, the arguments you present, and the assumptions you
make about the people to whom you write.
Some Topics and Approaches We've Identified in Class
The topic is, of course, of your own choosing. Feel free to use the "Making Connections" prompts provided by our
textbook editors. You may consider placing an essay we haven't discussed in class in conversation with one we've studied (for
example, an examination of "Racism and Gender" could involve Anzaldua in a dialogue with you and Harriet Jacobs, whose
"Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl" could be used to provide an historical context for your essay). Here are some of the various
topics and ideas you identified in our last class discussions: The question of Justice, the notion of the "Social Contract"
(Anzaldua, Wideman, Williams); Agency and Individual Responsibility (Wideman, Ellison); Family and Society (Wideman,
Walker); Race Matters; Language and Gender; Definitions and role of Art in Society (Berger, Walker); The issues surrounding the
"anthropological project" (Anzaldua, Geertz); Attitudes toward and definitions of Religion in America (Wideman, Anzaldua).
The Exploratory Writing — Heuristics
As the syllabus indicates, "participating in public discourse means also being aware of which voices are more likely
to draw attention and assent; which are less likely to do so; and why. We also need to understand why certain arguments persist;
how they came to our public attention in the first place; what social and cultural mechanisms—like politics, class, race or
gender—admit or censor mainstream or marginal voices." To help concretize these rhetorical and ideological issues and be
better able to apply them to your "formal" writing for this portfolio, I ask you to examine and use the following heuristic
questions as they relate to the topic you've chosen to write about. A minimum of three of these "exploratory writings" will be
required. Please feel free to answer as many of these questions as are relevant or helpful to developing your formal essay.
Remember, these exploratory writings/heuristics don't necessarily need to be conceived of as "theses" for your formal writing.
They can be brainstorming or invention prompts. They can help define or concretize the "context" to which you'll be writing or
responding. Of course, this invention writing can become part of your formal essay.
Exploratory Writing (#1) — Dialogism
Having chosen an issue, event, idea or site to investigate and perhaps found writers that you'll use to establish or
shape the context it occurs in, consider asking some of the following questions of the voices you've identified.
* How does each writer frame your specific issue, site, event or idea? Who seem to be the experts or authorities
called upon to legitimize the question or argument at hand (i.e. the male judges and lawyers who were quoted by newspapers in
an effort to explain why Judge Maxine Thomas went crazy)? What knowledge, expertise, credentials or authority does each
have? (Think of our class discussion of Williams' reliability. Were we more likely to accept her arguments, compared perhaps to
Anzaldua, because of her status as an attorney.)
* What would you say about a particular writer you're using, if you were asked to include a sketch of their
credentials or history within your formal essay (whether you're agreeing with or resisting their arguments, how would you shape
a description or definition of them to bolster your own position)?
* What kinds of strategies does each writer use to state, explain or defend her construction of the issue? For
instance, are cases represented and interpreted? Is expert knowledge cited?
* Does any writer explicitly or implicitly answer any other writer? What seem to be the terms of the dialogue?
What words, phrases, stereotypes, arguments seem to persist?
Exploratory Writing (#2) — Personal and Public Dialogues
This second exploratory writing asks you to consider your own experience as a rich source of dialogues for potential
inquiry. This exploratory writing might draw upon the dialogues that you explored in the first piece; it might just as well take
another path. In either case, you should reflect upon the kinds of conversations that go on in the scope of your experience,
considering as well the ways that you have, or might have, participated in those conversations, and what either enables or
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